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Summary 
Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB is a company that rent industrial facilities, mainly to 
smaller companies and startup companies. Most of their facilities today are already rented 
which creates the opportunity to expand and build new facilities. The problem is that the 
building methods and materials commonly used today will require a rent that is unaffordable 
for these companies. Therefore a new way of creating these facilities is needed to be able to 
reduce costs, to allow a lower rent.   

In the current facilities big costs are connected with companies’ changing facilities which 
often require reconstruction or similar. Some needs extra bathrooms, other need a kitchen and 
a few do not need any of it. Therefore, to save a lot of money on reconstruction a common 
area will be built where there will be a dressing room with showers, WC and a kitchen. 

There are many different ways to save energy which also reduces costs. Research has been 
made to see if there are other alternatives to heat the building. District heating is available in 
the area where the new facility will be built. District heating is considered a sustainable 
choice and therefore was selected.  
Heat losses for the new building were calculated to estimate if it is enough to target 
operational costs to be able to secure a low rent. The result was that a high amount of the heat 
losses can be reduced but it is not enough to allow affordable rents. The total cost of the 
building could not be estimated by us. This is the reason why other measures like common 
areas cannot be proven to lower the rent to the targeted value. If the concept is affordable will 
be known when the concept is sent to a construction company for cost estimation. 

The final building will include a common area in the middle connected with the entrance and 
10 industrial facilities for renting that will be 8x13 square meters. To make it easier for the 
customers a parking lot will be built in front of the building. On the back side every company 
will have an area for their work-related vehicles. Also a spot for containers will be included 
for extra storage for each renting company. 

  



 

 

Sammanfattning 
Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB är ett företag som hyr ut lokaler till främst mindre och 
nystartade företag. Idag är nästan alla av deras lokaler redan uthyrda vilket möjliggör 
utbyggnad av nya lokaler. Problemet med detta är att användning av dagens byggnadsmetoder 
och material kommer ge en väldigt dyr hyra, som dessa små företag inte kan betala. Därför 
behövs det nya sätt som fokuserar på att få ner kostnader när dessa typer av lokaler ska byggs, 
för att få en låg hyra. 

I dagens lokaler tillkommer stora kostnader i ombyggnader eller liknande när företag byter 
lokaler. Vissa har behov av extra badrum, andra behöver tillgång till kök och några behöver 
inte tillgång till något. För att undvika de största kostnaderna i samband med detta kommer en 
gemensam avdelning byggas där det finns omklädningsrum med dusch, toaletter och kök.  

Det finns många sätt att spara energi på som också minskar kostnader. En undersökning har 
gjorts för att se om det finns några andra alternativ till uppvärmning av lokalerna. Fjärrvärme 
är tillgängligt i det valda området för byggnaden, därför valdes detta som värmekälla då det 
anses vara ett hållbart alternativ. 
Värmeförluster beräknades för den nya byggnaden för att uppskatta om det är tillräckligt att 
fokusera på driftkostnader för att erhålla en låg hyra. Resultatet blev att en väldigt hög andel 
av värmeförlusterna kunde minskas, men det var inte tillräckligt för att ensamt säkerställa en 
låg hyra. Den totala kostnaden för byggnaden kunde inte uppskattas av oss. Detta är 
anledningen till att andra åtgärder som gemensamma utrymmen inte kan bevisas vara 
tillräckligt för att få en låg hyra. Först när ett byggföretag har gjort sin kostnadsuppskattning 
kommer det visa sig om konceptet är tillräckligt konstandseffektivt.  

Den slutgiltiga byggnaden kommer bestå av en gemensam avdelning i mitten sammanlänkat 
med entrén och 10 industrilokaler i storleken 8x13 meter för uthyrning. För att underlätta för 
kunder finns det en parkering framför byggnaden. På baksidan finns det utrymme för varje 
företag att ha sina fordon. Det kommer även finnas utrymme för containrar som extra 
utrymme för företagen. 
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Glossary 
 

FEBY – Forum för energieffektiva byggnader. 

F-ventilation – Extracts air. 

FT-ventilation – Extracts and supplies air. 

FTX-ventilation – Extracts and supplies air with a build in heat exchanger, called “Från och 
Tilluft med värmeväxling” in Swedish.  

ISO – International organization for standardization. 

K-value or λ-value – Thermal conductance. 

KNX – Standardized installation technique. 

R-value – Thermal resistance. 

U-value – Measurement of heat flow through materials.  

 

Abbreviations 
 

Δt – Amount of time that passes 

λ – Thermal conductivity of material 

℃ – Degree Celsius 

⍴ – Air density 

A – Area 

c – Specific heat capacity of a material 

C – Conference 

C2C – Cradle to Cradle 

CAD – Computer Aided Design 

CO2 – Carbon dioxide 

CR – Coffee room 

d – Runtime of ventilation 



 

 

dB – Decibel 

DR – Dressing room 

dT or ΔT – Difference in indoor and outdoor temperature 

dx – Thickness of material 

EMAS – Eco Management and Audit Scheme 

EPS – Expanded Polystyrene 

IB – Industrial building 

K – Kelvin 

kW – Kilowatt 

kWh – Kilowatt-hour 

l – Liter 

LZ – Loading zone 

m – Mass 

m – Meter 

m2 – Square meter 

m3 – Cubic meter 

min – Minutes 

mm – Millimeter 

mW – Milliwatt 

MW – Megawatt 

O – Office 

O’ – Larger Office 

P – Patio/Balcony 

PI or PID – Proportional-integral-derivative 

PL – Parking lot 

ppm – parts per million 

PVC – Polyvinyl Chloride 



 

 

Q – Amount of heat  

qleak – Air leakage 

qvent – Ventilation air flow 

s – Seconds 

SEK – Swedish Krona 

SI-units – Système International d’Unités 

TR – Technical room 

TV – Television 

V – Recycling efficiency of ventilation 

W – Watt 

WC – Water closet 

XEPS – Extruded Polystyrene Foam 
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1. Introduction 
 

This chapter's purpose is to introduce the project. It includes information about the 
background of the project, problem description, purpose, delimitations and working methods. 
In this chapter the reader can also learn about Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB, which is the 
provider of this project. The content regarding the provider includes a short description and 
company objectives. 

 

1.1 Background  
 

In 2015 over 90 countries have made pledges and commitments to reduce their emission 
levels. These commitments are still not enough to stay below 2 °C in average global 
temperature rise (Cop21, 2015). The sea level is today rising with 3.4 mm per year according 
to satellite sea level observations. Since 1993 when the observations started the sea level has 
risen with 75 mm (NASA, 2016). These are just two facts which show that the environmental 
situation is getting more and more critical for every year. At the same time more people, 
companies and organizations are getting involved with sustainability.    

According to Energimyndigheten (2015) 22% of Sweden's total energy consumption of 2014 
comes just from households. Most of that energy is used for reheating the building and water. 
This creates an opportunity to reduce energy consumption, become more sustainable and save 
money when building new houses. Since new buildings are built to last for decades, aspects 
like sustainability need to be taken into consideration. By building with this in mind along 
with today's innovative solutions, operating costs for a building should be able to be reduced. 

It can be hard to know what types of material that is more sustainable than the other or what 
type of heating system that is best for all situations. This makes building very complex, first 
the cost aspect and then the time aspect that needs to be taken into consideration. New 
materials are constantly getting introduced on the market and should be looked into before 
starting new projects. A small improvement in performance can become critical to success 
over decades. 

To create sustainable development, balance between economic, environmental and social 
limitations is needed. Therefore, the social sustainability cannot be forgotten to acquire a 
sustainable building. The design of buildings is important because it can have impact on its 
performance, impact the user's to make smarter choices and to create a comfortable 
environment. It is important to look into every chosen building area to be able to maximize its 
possibilities and also trying to save as much as possible of the environment's current state. 
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1.2 Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB 
 

Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB was founded 1948 and is owned by Karlskrona 
municipality. There are four employees. The company's main mission is to lease flexible 
facilities to smaller companies, often smaller industries. 

The revenue of 2015 was 57 000 000 SEK, where 65% of that comes from the facilities used 
by Blekinge Institute of Technology. 

Today Kruthusen Företagsfastiheter AB owns around 84 000 m2 filled with facilities, which 
includes offices, industries and college. At the moment 98% of the facilities are leased out, 
which creates problem for Kruthusen because there is no more facilities to lease to newer 
companies. 

Their property portfolio looks like this: 

● Blekinge Institute of Technology (Blekinge Tekniska Högskola) 
● Business park Campus Gräsvik 
● Offices at Ronnebygatan 16 
● Coast guard Hamnplanen 
● Sea- and fishing authority Saltö 
● Rosenholms headland 
● Hotel industries Gullbernavägen 
● Hotel industries Tennvägen 
● Building rights: Campus Gräsvik lower ground 7 100 m2, higher ground 3 600 m2 

  

Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB tries to provide the companies that are renting their 
facilities with services that are not the ordinary for choosing them, for example they are 
giving them the possibility to rent a bike and healthcare. They also provide maintenance, 
janitorial services and snow clearances in the winter. (Kruthusen Företagsfatigheter AB, 
2016) 
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1.3 Problem Description 
 

Only 1.7% of Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB facilities are currently free for renting. This 
makes room for expanding and they want to keep focusing on facilities for smaller industrial 
companies. The rent per square meter and year of an old facility is approximately 500-550 
SEK, for newly built facilities with today's building methods the price is in excess of 1000 
SEK/m2. This makes these new facilities less attractive if not unaffordable for most 
companies. To reduce operating costs Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB wants to explore 
different methods. Lower operating costs can then allow cheaper rent. The target price per 
square meter and year should be 750 SEK/m2 or lower for the new facilities to be competitive. 

Today a lot of different companies share the same building, because the space needs to be 
divided in a smart way. Most of these companies need a big gate to be able to bring cars, 
trucks, and heavy machines into the facility. They also need office space, dining room, toilets 
and, changing rooms with possibility to shower. To create this for every single company with 
their individual preferences costs a lot for Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB. As example, all 
companies do not need a shower which will then be an unused area that just adds cost for the 
tenant. Overall the facilities need to be more flexible to be able to fulfill as many needs for the 
renting companies as possible. A building with flexible area will reduce the amount of 
changes and costly rebuilds of the facilities between different companies.  

Another problem is that after a while companies wants to expand and therefore needs more 
space. This is of course a good thing for the owner but when a company expands they want to 
connect their current space with the room next to it. This can be hard since that is often 
already rented by another company that then need to move to another place.  

 

1.4 Purpose  
 

The purpose of this project is to create space for small industrial companies. The companies’ 
basic needs should be fulfilled at the lowest possible rent price by using innovative and 
sustainable solutions. This should be done by exploring new building techniques that can 
reduce operational costs and in long term be the cheaper and more sustainable choice. With 
lower operational and reconstruction cost the rents can be reduced as well. In the end of the 
project cost reduction estimation along with a basic structure plan should be created based on 
the research. 
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To summarize and make sure that the purpose has been reached these following questions are 
used: 

1. What is the cheapest way of building industrial facilities? 
2. How can operate costs of a building be reduced? 
3. How can flexible space be created for small industrial companies? 
4. How can new buildings become more sustainable? 

 

1.5 Delimitations 
 

The focus of this project will be to find building methods, materials and technologies that can 
reduce both initial and operational costs of the facilities. The building methods and 
technologies should be able to be used in Sweden and in present time. The choices in this 
project should go towards sustainability. Therefore, methods and materials that have a 
negative impact on the environment will be less likely to be chosen. This project will not go 
into detailed architecture or structure calculations. The final concept will be a model that can 
visualize our results for an architect to continue with. The architect will then complete the 
model so that the concept can pass on to the next step. 

 

1.6 Company Objectives  
 

Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB wanted this project to be open minded and therefore did 
not give us any restrictions. Instead they shared in what direction they want to develop their 
facilities which will be shown in the list below. 

● Look into new building techniques and materials to find if initial cost can be reduced 
● Try to find ways to save energy 
● Search for new ways or technology that can reduce operational and maintenance costs 
● Find innovative solutions to create flexibility for the facilities 
● Create sustainable facilities 
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2. Methodology 
 

The purpose with this chapter is to show what methods that were used and also includes short 
description why and how they were used. 

 

2.1 Structure and Work Schedule 
 

In the beginning of this course a timetable was created where deadlines was decided, this 
timetable was followed as much as possible. The decision to work with the report 
simultaneously was made in this state and the reason behind this is not only to write down 
while the information fresh but also to reduce the work needed on the report in the end of this 
course. The timetable was important for the students to create because it was the basis of the 
whole project.  

The project group, which included two students, lived in different cities and to solve the 
problem with the distance, tasks were decided and split between the students in the beginning 
of each week. Skype meetings was organized when discussions was necessary. To write the 
report from different sites in Sweden the tool Google Docs was used, and it was a perfect tool 
to use because of the possibility to be able to write on the same document simultaneously. 
With all these tools the distance was not necessary a problem. 

When important meetings and other events took place the two students always attended. 
These meetings and events took place in Karlskrona, where both the school and the company 
are located. Meetings with the company was planned every twice week, to give the company 
information on how far the work has gone and to create discussions between the students and 
the company. These discussions were important to keep the students on track and reduce the 
time wasted on unnecessary work. Because of the distance a meeting with the supervisor was 
planned at the same day as the meeting with the company, if it was possible. The other event 
where both students were present was during interviews with the company’s customers. 
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2.2 Research 
 

The majority of the research was made through the computer. The main reason behind this is 
due to the efficiency of information gathering when computer is used. Other reason why 
research was needed was due to lack of expertise and knowledge from the students within 
some of the areas, which was outside of the education frame. Most of the information 
gathering was about different materials, tools and ways to heat the building, insulation, and to 
provide the building with renewable energy. Even though the information was used the main 
focus was to create a facility Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB could build, therefore the 
information mainly was used as a market research. The students used the information to 
present different alternatives to Kruthusen and if any interest from Kruthusen was shown a 
more detailed research were made. In the more detailed research the students tried to contact 
different companies for more information regarding performance and costs to get a better 
understanding. Unfortunately there was a lack of answers from the providers due to lack of 
interest, companies only want to help people who want to buy their products since it is much 
work for them to provide the wanted information. 

How the research was made through the computer was mostly through the database 
Google.com, because of how fast and easy it is to get the wanted information. The search 
words that were used were either the method or the product the students was looking for. 
Some examples of search words that were used for this report is: Insulation, solar cells, 
ventilation and so on. The students tried to choose webpages and sources that was fresh and 
often had a known brand to get the information and the pricelists needed. When several 
alternatives was found on the same search word, if the search word was a product, 
comparisons were made between them. The product with the best performance and most 
sustainable was then chosen by the students. During the finding of other critical information 
that was not from any known brand or webpage the information was tried to be confirmed 
from other sources. 

 

2.3 Interviews 
 

Interview can be used to gather information that is not shown on companies’ webpages. What 
you get from interviews that you do not find on the internet is the personal opinions and 
motives. The webpages often focus on the good sides and what is working, but with 
interviews there is a possibility to get a broader view and find down sides. There is different 
kind of ways to do the interview and these are: structured, semi-structured and unstructured 
(British Dental Journal, 2008). 
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Structured interview is an interview that is prepared with questions that will be asked. 
Structured interviews are easier to manage afterwards because all the persons interviewed get 
to answer the same questions. The downside with this kind of interview method is that there is 
not much room for follow-up questions or discussions. Unlike structured, the unstructured 
interview method is created with few or sometimes no questions or preparations. In this chase 
the interview is more like a conversation which can lead to anything. This method is harder to 
manage afterwards due to the answers or conversation can lead to almost anything. Semi-
structured interview is a method that combines the structured and unstructured, where some 
questions are created but room for free speech is still possible (British Dental Journal, 2008). 

The first step was to decide whom to interview, and the result was to interview the companies 
on Tennvägen due to the similarity between this area and the one the students are creating. 
Kruthusen in this phase, after the decisions of whom to interview, then contacted the 
companies in Tennvägen to let them prepare themselves and to make time for an interview. 

Next step was to discuss what the students wanted to gain by doing this interview and also 
what kind of interview it should be. Since the decision to make this interview into a survey 
the questions had to be formed to fit all the different companies working on Tennvägen. 

The interview or survey, which can be found in the appendix B, was mostly questions about 
their opinions of the local they are renting today. Some companies chose to start a discussion 
for each question and some chose to just answer the question. The questions were formed 
though to create the possibility to create a comparison between the answers and a SWOT 
analysis. The interview was structured, to keep the persons interview within the frame of the 
questions, but a final question was added to create the possibility for the one getting 
interviewed to get their own ideas of improvements out. 

 

2.4 Observations and Visits 
 

For a deeper understanding, visits of companies’ facilities will be used for observation. Since 
this project is about making the company's customers thrive it is important to watch their 
activities and see where they struggle. This method can be combined with interviews, where 
you first ask some questions and then observe or the other way around. The reason why 
observations are good is because sometimes people do not feel too comfortable to share all 
information or they do not think outside the box when looking for solutions (FQS, 2005). 

A visit to El-,Fastighets- och skydd & säkerhets mässan 2016 in Malmö was made to get a 
deeper understanding about Sweden’s current situation done by experts. This exhibition made 
it possible to secure other information found from other sources and find new trends and 
technology for our project. The companies contacted during this exhibition also were more 
helpful towards our project and gave us a lot of information and guidance. 
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2.5 Competitive Analysis 
 

Combined with the three other methods, information gathering online, interviews and 
observations, we also did a competitive analysis. The other methods will give us a problem 
the company and their customers are facing and with competitive analysis we can look at 
other companies with similar problems. How do other companies solve the same problem? It 
does not even have to be a similar company, just a company facing the same problem, where 
we can learn from them. Since we are going to design new facilities for smaller industries we 
have to look at many different components. Example on some components and problems we 
will look into is how to heat the facility, how to reduce the usage of energy and how to make 
the customers comfortable (Entrepreneur, 2016). 
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3 PRE-STUDY: TECHWATCHING 
 

In this chapter information about crucial technologies and materials is gathered to allow a 
wide range of solutions in the ideation process. The covered areas have been building 
materials, heating sources, ventilation and more.  

 

3.2 Insulation 
 

When talking about insulation performance generally three different terms are used; K-
value/λ-value, R-value and U-value. These different terms are important knowledge when 
looking for an insulating material and will therefore be explained before the rest of the 
insulating research.   

 

3.2.1 K-Value/Λ-Value  
 

K-value or λ-value is the constant for thermal conductivity of a material. The SI-units for 
thermal conductivity is watts per meter Kelvin 𝑊𝑊/(𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝐾𝐾). The thermal conductivity is used 
in the Fourier heat conduction law made by J. B. J. Fourier (Schroeder, 1999). 

Fourier heat conduction law 

𝑄𝑄/𝛥𝛥 𝑡𝑡 =  −𝜆𝜆 ∗ 𝐴𝐴 ∗ (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)        (1.1) 

Q = the amount of heat, Δt= amount of time that passes, λ = thermal conductivity of material, 
A = area of material, dT = difference in indoor and outdoor temperature, dx = thickness of 
material (Schroeder, 1999). 

 

3.2.2 R-Value 
 

The R-value is also known as the thermal resistance of a material. When choosing a material 
for insulation the thermal resistance should be as high as possible for best result. To calculate 
the R-value the following formula is used 

𝑅𝑅 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝜆𝜆[m2*K/W] (Alcock, 2013)     (1.2) 

dx = thickness of material in meters, λ = thermal conductivity of material  
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3.2.3 U-Value 
 

The U-value is used for calculating the heat loss of building components, for example a wall 
or window with a given thickness. The U-value calculates the conduction, convection and 
radiation of a material; these are the three main ways of which heat is lost. This is why the U-
value is the most accurate way to calculate a building components insulating performance. 
The value is measured by the inverse of the R-value of the material. The value of this 
calculation is the heat loss per square meter when the difference in temperature of indoor and 
outdoor environment is one degree Celsius (Alcock, 2013). 

𝑈𝑈 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 =  1/𝑅𝑅 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣[W/(m2*K)] (Alcock, 2013)    (1.3) 

 

3.3 Insulating Materials 
 

3.3.1 Mineral Wool 
 

Two of the most common mineral wools are fiberglass and Rockwool. Fiberglass is based on 
sand or glass (recycled glass can be used) and Rockwool is made of the rock type basalt. In 
production the material is heated up to its melting point and then woven into fine strands. This 
is a very energy consuming process and therefore has a negative impact on the environment. 
Discs of mineral wool can be sliced and reused as bulk insulation or recycled by using it as 
input in production process. Since heating is the main energy consumption in the 
manufacturing process it takes about the same energy to recycle as original construction. 

Fiberglass works perfectly as insulation because of the low price and also it is a non-
flammable material. Rockwool costs a bit more than fiberglass and is not combustible but 
does not work as well as fiberglass in extreme heat situations (Thormark, 1998. Thermaxx 
Jackets, 2011). 
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3.3.2 Cellulose 
 

Cellulose is mainly made out of recycled cardboard, paper or other similar types of material. 
This makes cellulose one of the most environmental friendly insulations available today. This 
is because trees, if managed properly, are considered as a renewable resource. The paper can 
be reused and kept into another life circle before its end of life. This is good because the same 
material is used over and over with minimal environmental impact. Cellulose is a very 
compact insulation which makes it good at absorbing sounds. Since it is an organic material it 
also absorbs moisture another wanted characteristics of an insulation material. The amount of 
air that cellulose insulation contains is very low which helps to stop the damage during a fire 
(Thermaxx Jackets, 2011). 

 

3.3.3 Polystyrene 
 

Polystyrene is thermoplastic foam with good temperature and noise cancelling characteristics, 
which makes it usable as an insulating material. The material is also waterproof and has a 
very smooth surface which makes this material unique compared to other insulating materials. 
Polystyrene comes in two different types EPS, the expanded form, and XEPS, the extruded 
form. The material is flammable and therefore needs to be coated with fireproofing chemicals 
in a higher degree than other materials. These chemicals are toxic and should preferably not 
be used. XEPS is costlier but also has a better insulating performance (Thermaxx Jackets, 
2011). 

 

3.3.4 Aerogel 
 

Aerogel have very low density and the lowest thermal conductivity known. Aerogel can be 
made by several different materials, for example Silica or polymers such as phenolic and 
polyuria. Hydrophobic silica is used for a water repulsion effect, depending on customer 
needs the effect can be changed by using another material. Aerogels made of silica are not 
considered harmful for nature since it is similar to minerals that can be found in nature. 
Aerogel neither contain nor emit harmful chemicals. For aerogel that is produced by polymer 
acts similar to plastics, they are not dangerous in use but needs proper disposal after use. 
Aerogel is one of the latest insulating materials and therefore still costs much to produce and 
is less common on the market (Aerogel technologies, 2016). 
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3.3.5 Conclusion of Insulating Materials 
 

The following table was created to be able to select the right insulation material for this 
occasion out of the five commonly used materials presented in this project. The table includes 
price per square meter with a thickness of 45 mm (because aerogel has so low λ-value it 
commonly is sold in thinner layers), the λ-value and environmental impact. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of insulating materials (Bauhaus, 2016. Beijer Byggmaterial, 
2016. Buy Aerogels, 2016). 

Material Price in SEK 

 m2 *45 mm 

λ-value 
[mW/(m*K)] 

Environmental impact 

Fiberglass 27-120  33-35 medium 

Rockwool 36-200  36-37 medium 

Cellulose 230  39 very low 

Polystyrene (XEPS) 200  38 high 

Aerogel 36.75 € (20 mm) 

689 SEK (40 mm) 

10-20 low 

 

As the table 1 shows aerogel has the lowest λ-value which means less material is needed for 
the same insulation performance but it also is the most expensive. Cellulose has the highest λ-
value but is still competitive since it can be made of recycled paper or likewise, it has the 
lowest impact on nature of them all. Cellulose costs a bit more than fiberglass and Rockwool 
but has some more positive effects like absorbing moisture, sound and more sustainable. 
Cellulose is not as common in Sweden today as fiberglass or Rockwool and because of that be 
a bit harder to find locally, this will probably change with time since sustainability is getting 
more prioritized. 
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3.4 KNX 
 

The old electric installations system, with single cable has been used for 125 years. It is 
outdated and inflexible. With this type of installation it is hard to get out of the lowest 
efficient performing ranking. The scale goes from D to A according to the European standard 
EN 15232, where D is the lowest ranking.  

KNX is a 25-year-old installation technique that will bring flexibility and the ability to 
customize your electronics. KNX logs data of electric consumption, this allows you to look at 
both current and overall consumption to bring awareness. The system can also automate your 
home lights, ventilation, heat systems and likewise. KNX can save energy by selecting just 
enough brightness of lamps, lower power of heat and ventilation systems when the building is 
empty. This type of energy saving customization brings the building up to efficiency class A 
or B dependent on usage level. KNX also includes other features regarding safety and 
comfort, for example during break-ins or fire all lights can be programed to be turned on 
along with a text message for the selected persons. For comfort all electronics, except selected 
ones as refrigerator and freezers will be turned off with one button. This will reduce the risks 
or potential fires and energy consumption from electronics on standby mode. Tablets and 
smartphones can be used as a visualization tool and remote control of your electronics. 

In table 3 costs of a traditional electric system and KNX is compared. The costs are for a 
normal family house with the simplest installation without any extra features. The numbers 
are taken directly from electric installation companies by KNX Sweden (KNX Sweden, El-
,Fastighets- och skydd & säkerhets mässan  2016). 

 

Table 2. Comparison of costs between traditional electric system and KNX (KNX 
Sweden, El-,Fastighets- och skydd & säkerhets mässan  2016). 

 Traditional electric system in 
SEK 

KNX in SEK 

Installation 51 000  34 800  

Materials 50 300  63 400  

Programming 0 1 500  

Extra functions 0 0 

Total 101 300  99 700  
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In the table KNX is a bit cheaper compared to traditional installation but this type of 
installation does not utilize the maximum potential of KNX with special features. However, 
the mainly increased cost will be on programming which with low features (as in the 
example) takes a few hours to do but can take a whole working day for a lot of features. The 
reduced installation cost is because KNX is easier to install and therefore does not take as 
much time. Instead of having to connect a new cable for every source KNX have one cable 
with more connection cables inside that can be divided out to the wanted locations one by 
one. The downside of KNX is the increased material costs but as the table 3 shows installation 
costs are reduced with more than the increased material costs. The electricity savings, 
increased safety, and comfort are not included in table 3 which would have favored KNX 
more (KNX Sweden, El-,Fastighets- och skydd & säkerhets mässan 2016). 

 

3.5 Facade Materials 
 

Wood 750 - 950 SEK/m2 

The life length of a wood facade can be up to a few centuries with proper maintenance. The 
maintenance required is washing when needed and repaint with around 7-years interval 
depending on location. Common tree types for facade use are fir, larch and heart pine. Wood 
is a cheap and natural facade material and very flexible when future reconstruction is wanted 
(Gson Engqvist, 2013). 

 

Plaster 1100 - 1500 SEK/m2  
Plaster is a coating of lime cement plaster, mortar or lime mortar that needs to be done by a 
professional. The life length of plaster is around 50 years then it needs to be remade. The 
maintenance required is washing or repainting when needed, minor facade damages can be 
repaired by a non-professional. A weakness for plaster is that it is sensitive to moisture (Gson 
Engqvist, 2013). 

 

Brick 1700 - 2300 SEK/m2  
A brick facade is very durable and can have a lifetime of several centuries. The maintenance 
is either washing or repairing of mortar. Since algae does not easily get stuck on bricks this 
type of facade requires low maintenance overall. On the downside frost tensions may occur in 
a brick facade and acid rain leaches on the joints which over the years lead to required mortar 
repairing. (Gson Engqvist, 2013). 
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Sheet metal 1000 - 1500 SEK/m2  
Sheet metal facades are often made of stove-enameled aluminum or plastic coated steel. The 
life length is around 50 years. Rust treatment, repainting or washing after need is the 
maintenance for this facade. Sheet metal is light and easy to install but big changes in 
temperature can damage the facade. It is also hard to repair scratches and dents (Gson 
Engqvist, 2013). 

 

Fiber cement 800 - 2300 SEK/m2  
Fiber reinforced cement is an inorganic material that does not need to be changed as long as it 
is not damaged. The warranty is 15 years but that is far from its life length potential. Fiber 
cement also requires very low maintenance only repainting when needed. The material can be 
sensitive, but is moisture resistant and all around good against different types of climate. The 
material is also fireproof, light and fast to install (Gson Engqvist, 2013). 

 

Concrete 4000 - 4500 SEK/m2  
Another very durable facade is concrete, with a life length of several centuries. It is expensive 
and needs to be made by professionals. A concrete facade does not need any maintenance 
more than washing when needed. The most beneficial characteristics of concrete are that it is 
energy efficient, fireproof and does not become moldy or rot (Gson Engqvist, 2013). 

 

3.6 Industrial Door Solutions 
 

As industrial doors, or gates, most commonly sectional or folding doors are used. Doors and 
windows are often the weak points for buildings considering heat loss. For these types of 
doors it is not uncommon to have U-values around 1.5 to 2 W/(m2*K). This means that there 
is much heat loss even when the door is not open.  

According to Teckentrup Scandinavian AB (2016) the price difference between folding and 
sectional doors are not that big even though sectional doors include an electrical motor to 
open and close the door. Since a sectional door uses a motor, it is easily controlled with a 
remote control and can be opened and closed from a distance which increases value for the 
user. Folding doors are hand pushed and therefore the user needs to go out of the vehicle both 
to open the gate and then again to close it, the process takes longer time and the door is 
opened for longer, which increases heat loss. 

Today on the market there is sectional doors that have U-values down to 0.52 W/(m2*K) with 
a thickness of 80 mm (Teckentrup Scandinavian AB). 
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3.7 Movable Walls by Diedrichs 
 

As a solution to reduce rebuilding costs and increased flexibility for the industrial facilities 
movable walls can be effective to divide sections. The company Diedrichs flexibla 
väggsystem AB was contacted for price and more information of what is available on the 
market today. The doors recommended for this project was sliding doors that can block 
sounds up to 57 dB and weighs 61 kg/m2. The measurements for the wall are 18 meter long, 
120 mm thick and 5 meters high. The price for this type of wall is from 419 000 SEK plus 
additional transport costs. This wall only requires rails in the ceiling of the room to be moved 
and does therefore not change the property of the floor (Diedrichs, 2016). 

 

3.8 Windows 
 

The most common materials for window frames are wood, PVC and aluminum. Aluminum is 
the less effective insulator but combined with wood or other insulating materials the U-value 
can still be low for these kinds of frames. For passive houses a U-value of 0.8 or lower is 
recommended for the whole window. There are a lot of different types of frames, therefore 
when looking for a sustainable window option the U-value is what to look for. Wood is a 
renewable resource but if it is taken from wrong places it can do more harm than a PVC or 
aluminum since both can in most cases be fully recycled. 

Windows often have higher U-values than the rest of the building which should be taken into 
consideration when designing, to not get high amounts of heat losses. Design is also important 
for the placements of windows because the sunlight can potentially cover a big part of the 
needed light during daytime. There are windows that have U-values around 0.6 today which 
creates more usage possibilities for both light and for prosperous purposes (Kronfönster AB, 
2012). 

 

3.9 Roof Materials and Gadgets 
 

In table 3 some common roof materials are compared by pros and cons. Metal, Wood, 
shake/shingle and Clay/Slate tile have all been used for a long time but can still be a good 
choice for a new building. However sustainable building is a fast growing area today which 
leaves room for other innovative roof solutions that will be covered under table 3.  
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Table 3. Pros and cons of common roof materials (Gaskill, 2012). 

Roof Material Pros Cons 

Metal Durable, long lifetime, light 
reflective and 100% 
recyclable 

Not the cheapest of materials 
and can cause problems 
during winters with a lot 
snow because it slides down 
easily which can create huge 
drifts.  

Wood shake or Shingle If the material is harvested 
from sustainably managed 
forests this is a good 
sustainable option. The 
material is natural and 
biodegradable. 

Around the same costs as 
metal roofs but with only 
half-life length. The material 
is also flammable which 
makes it less suitable for 
some occasions.  

Reclaimed Clay and Slate 
Tile Roof 

Natural material, durable 
and very long lifetime. 

Very expensive (typically 
twice the cost as metal 
roofs). Reinforcements of 
the roof are often needed 
because of tiles heavy 
weight. Additional 
maintenance cost comes 
from replacing damaged 
tiles. 

 

3.9.1 Green Roofs 
 

Green roofs are often associated with sustainability and not without its reasons. A green roof 
cleans the air, increases the diversity and reduces storm water runoff and more. Other positive 
benefits are increased insulation and it also helps with cooling during summer.  

To be able to have green roofs good structure is required to support for the weight of soil and 
plants. Along with installation this can become expensive depending on what plants that it 
used. The biggest problem is that all types of gardens needs some type of maintenance which 
can be problematic because it is located on the roof. Also reparations of the roof itself is going 
to be harder with soil and plants on it (Gaskill, 2012).  
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3.9.2 Derbigum Pure 
 

Derbigum is a provider of sustainable roofs and other solutions connected to roofs. Derbigum 
is ISO 9002, 14001 certified along with production a line with EMAS. Common for many 
new roof materials is that they include bitumen, a material that is also used for asphalt. 
Bitumen is produced from raw oil which is not sustainable. 

Derbigum Pure is a product that does not include any raw oil instead it is produced of 
vegetable oils and resins. This is the world's first ecological membrane. The product is 
waterproof and is PH neutral which allows reuse of rainwater. To reinforce this membrane a 
composite glass and polyester reinforcement is used. An acrylic coating is used on the surface 
to reflect heat. This also product is Cradle to Cradle certified (more information about Cradle 
to Cradle can be found at page 30). 

Materials are 100% recyclable and the roofs expected life length is 30 years or more. 
Derbigum is the provider of roof for Sweden's biggest passive house located in Trelleborg, the 
building is expected to be complete in 2016 (Mamlömässan, 2016. BuildSmart Sverige AB, 
2016). 

 

3.9.3 Smart Light 
 

Smart Light redirects sunlight on the roof into the building. The light is absorbed into a tube 
and then directed into a prism that spreads the sunlight indoors like a normal lamp. The 
sunlight is amplified by this tube and at sunny days there is no other need of light. During 
cloudy days Smart Light can support half of the needed light and electrical lights can support 
the other half. This product does not affect the roofs characteristics but since it needs sunlight 
to work it needs a proper location which also could be used for solar panels (Buildsmart 
Sverige AB, 2016). 
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3.9.4 Solar Cells 
 

Installing solar cells on house roofs reduces the electric costs for the household and the energy 
created is renewable. Solar panels with an effect of 3 kW can produce 2500 to 3360 kWh 
during a year under good conditions. Solar cells can collect about 150 Watts electrical effect 
per square meter and 50 to 150 kWh per square meter and year. For maximal production the 
panels should be facing south in a 35-45° angle. The location of the panels should not be 
shadowed by trees, other houses or likewise during a longer time. In Sweden the maximum 
production can be achieved in the southern parts around the coast. Sweden is divided into four 
electrical zones; this is because the major part of Sweden’s electricity is produced in the north 
but needed in the south. The electric price is therefore cheaper in zone one in the northern 
region than in zone four in the southern region because of transport losses. This makes solar 
cells especially good in southern regions of Sweden. Solar panels require very low 
maintenance and the produced electricity that is not used can be sold. Because of reduced 
taxes and compensations the produced electricity from solar cells can be sold back to the 
market for about the same as the purchase price. Depending on performance of the solar cells 
and the electricity price payback time is about 10-16 years. Solar panels have an output 
warranty for 25 years which makes solar cells not only a good investment for the environment 
but also economically. The biggest downside of solar energy is that it is dependent on the 
weather and it produces least during the winter when the demand is high. During the summer 
solar cells produce more electricity but because of low demand the price of the market is very 
low. This could in the future be solved by storing energy from summer to winter (Swedensol, 
2016. Solar region Skåne, 2015. Svensk Solenergi, 2015). 

 

There are a lot of different companies that deliver and sometimes install the solar cells, but 
mostly the prices you find online is designed for individuals and their households. To get 
knowledge of how much kWh they produce per square meter and what it can cost a list is 
made which includes comparison between different companies. The companies compared are 
Vattenfall, E-on, SwedenSol, Norden solar and Fortum. They all sell bundles which include 
cables, power inverters and solar cells with an effect of 250 W. In other words they include 
everything needed. Depending on how many solar cell panels different amount of power 
inverters is needed (Swedensol, 2016). 
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Table 4. Prices and effects from different companies (Vattenfall, 2016. E-on, 2016. 
Swedensol, 2016. Fortum, 2016. Norden solar, 2016). 

 Vattenfall - 
XXL 

E-on - Extra 
stora paketet 

Swedensol - 
Solcellspaket 
10kW 

Fortum - 40 
paneler 

Norden Solar - 
Solcellspaket 
100kW (30kw) 

Number of 
Panels 

38 85 40 40 400 (120) 

Ceiling surface in 
square meter 

65 137 65 65 700 (210) 

Installed effect in 
kW 

10.64 23.5 10 10.4 100 (30) 

Expected 
electricity 
production per 
year in kWh 

10 108 21 100 9 750 - 11 000 - 95 000 (28 500) 

kWh per year and 
square meter 

155 154 169 - 136 (136) 

Bundle price in 
SEK 

199 900 400 000 112 900 193 000 1 124 990  
(355 990) 

Price per square 
meter in SEK 

3 075 2 920 1 737 2 969 1 607 (1 695) 

Price per panel 
(Inverter and 
cables ignored) in 
SEK 

5 260 4 706 2 823 4 825 2 812 (2 967) 

Price per kWh 19.78 18.96 10.26 - 11.84 (12.49) 

 

The cheapest alternatives were Swedensol and Norden Solar, both of the companies also sell 
solar cells individually which makes it easier to design your own size. Another table is created 
to compare these two companies.  
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Table 5. Solar panel comparison between Norden Solar and Swedensol (Norden 
solar, 2016. Swedensol, 2016). 

 Norden Solar - 
LG 300W 
Monocrystalline 

Norden Solar - 
ET 250W 
Polycrystalline 

Swedensol - 
Renesola 
virtus II 
poly 250W 

Swedensol - 
Ecsolar 
315W poly 

Swedensol - 
Escolar 
325W mono 
Helsvart  

Effect (W) 300  250  250 315 325 

Size (mm) 1 640 x 1 000 x 
35 

1 640 x 992 x 
40 

1 640 x 992 
x 40 

1 640 x 992 
x 40 

1 640 x 992 
x 40 

Price 
(SEK) 

3 895 2 395 1 999 2 650 2 795 

Weight 
(kg) 

16.8 18.8 19 23 23 

 

The requirement for the power inverter is that it must be able to handle the watt the solar 
panels produce. The power inverter is marked with some numbers then TL in the end, 
example, 5000TL, which means that it can handle an input of around 5000 W. For smaller 
building a single-phase is often enough, but for larger buildings and areas like the one for this 
project needs a tri-phase (SMA, 2014). 

A Power inverter made by SMA, called SMA sunny tripower 12000TL costs 28 200 SEK if 
bought from Swedensol or 31 432 SEK if bought from Nordic Solar. SMA sunny tripower 
15000TL costs 38 729 SEK on Nordic Solar. There is also one that can handle 25 000 W, but 
prices of this product, SMA sunny tripower 25000TL, was not shown on the Swedish web 
page but in Great Britain it is sold for 3 678,85 GBP which is around 42 645 SEK 
(Swedensol, 2016. Nordic Solar, 2016. Bimble Solar, 2016). 

The next thing needed is cables and mounting for the solar cell. The cable from Swedensol 
costs about 20 SEK per meter. The price for mounting tools all depends on the room and how 
it shall be mounted. To make it easier for the calculations an estimation of between 300-500 
per solar cell panel is decent which was made after reading that a company named 
Solcellsbyggarna sells for 400 SEK per solar cell (Swedensol, 2016. Solcellsbyggarna, 2016). 

Additional features include protection from lightning which can be bought for around 1 500 
SEK per power inverter (Swedensol, 2016). 

For the calculations 1 kWh will cost 1 SEK, which is what Kruthusen företagsfastigheter AB 
recommended to use (Kruthusen företagsfastigheter AB, 2016). 
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3.10 District Heating 
 

Today Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB is using district heating for their buildings. For the 
buildings on Tennvägen the costs 2015 was 552 000 Swedish crowns, which result in 79 
Swedish crowns per square meter, to heat the buildings (Kruthusen Företagsfatigheter AB, 
2016). 

The price from Affärsverken depends on which season it is. In table 6 a list on how much it 
will cost during 2016 is shown, to make it easier for calculations and comparisons. 

 

Table 6. Price for district heating by Affärsverken (Affärsverken, 2015). 

Date Price SEK/MWh (SEK/kWh) 

1 December to 31 March 607 (0.607) 

1 April to 31 May, 1 October to 30 
November 

507 (0.507) 

1 June to 30 September 325 (0.325) 

 

District heating starts with a power plant and in Karlskrona there is one using biofuel, which 
in this case are wood chips and peats. In one year this power plant burns around 300 000 
cubic meter biofuel. When the biofuel is burned the heat will make water boil, and the steam 
will start a turbine on the top of the power plant which will create electricity. The boiler has 
an effect at 42 MW and at maximum effect this turbine can generate 12 MW. The smoke and 
steam created will go through pipes and filters to get cleaned and at the same time the heat 
from the smoke and steam will be used to pre heat the water for district heating, this is called 
Flue-gas condensation. From the flue-gas condensation at maximum effect this power plant 
can get around 7 MW heat. The steam will then turn into warm water again which will be 
send out to houses and facilities, district heating (Affärsverken, 2012). 

The warm water will be transported to a substation near the facility which will by the help of 
a heat exchanger heat the building with the warm water from district heating. This can be used 
to heat the household and to get warm water in the water tap. When the water cools down in 
the system the cold water gets transported back to the power plant to get reheated again 
(Affärsverken, 2012). 
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The most common way today to know how much heated water the facility needs is to have 
some sort of thermometer which can sense the outdoor temperature. Often a PI or a PID 
regulator is used. One problem with this is that it can miss other factors that will affect the 
energy needed to heat the house. The other factors can be how much sunlight gets in, how 
many humans that are in the facility, what activates humans are doing, electronics used, what 
and how good the ventilation is, the level of humidity and so on. This often result in energy 
wasted and increased cost for the customer. A solution for this is created by a company named 
Noda Intelligent Systems called Noda Smart Heating Building. This solution uses a gauge that 
measures the climate indoor to calculate the prediction of the indoor activity. This gauge is 
self-learning and can learn common patterns. What Noda Smart Heating Building is doing, 
compared to the most common ways to adjust the heat is to react faster to temperature 
changes, instead of slowly. Today it is common that there is no reaction until there is around 2 
degrees’ temperature change. This will result that the heat will turn on when it drops 2 
degrees, and then the heat will not be turned off until it is 2 degrees too much. What cost the 
most is power peaks, where too much energy is used. This is what Noda Smart Heating 
Building is trying to avoid by predict the activity in the building. A calculation shows that this 
system can save up to 10% (Noda Intelligent Systems, 2016). 

 

3.11  Self-Supporting Water Heating Alternatives 
 

There are many different ways to heat up a building, but regardless what energy source that 
will be used a hot water storage tank is a good alternative. It can also be called accumulator 
tank. A hot water storage tank is what it sounds like, it stores hot water until it is needed to 
either heat up the building or for hot showers. The benefits with this kind of tank are that it is 
possible to connect them parallel if bigger storage of heat is needed. Also if a hot water 
storage tank is used it is easier to combine different heating methods, for example combine 
solar thermal collector with a heat pump (Energiportalen, 2016). 
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3.11.1  Solar Thermal Collector 
 

To use the energy from the sun is one great way to heat up a building and provide it with 
warm water. It is also a very simple process. The solar thermal collector can and are often 
mounted on a roof where it is easier for the sun to reach the collector. When the sun hits the 
collector it will heat the fluid inside, which will later on heat the water in, for example an 
accumulator tank. Depending on how many collectors used, the outcome obviously changes, 
but in Sweden they calculate that for one household a solar thermal collector can give around 
2 000 kWh energy per year. The sun that hits Sweden gives about 1000 kWh per year and 
square meter, and a solar thermal collector can absorb and use between 200 and 700 of that 
kWh per year and square meter depending on what model is used. Also the sun momentarily 
hits with an effect of 1000 Watts per square meter, and the solar thermal collector can absorb 
700 Watts to heat effect. The angle on the solar thermal panels should be the same as for solar 
cells for maximum effect, 35-45 degrees. The solar thermal collector works great combined 
with other heat systems (Vattenfall, 2016. Svensk solenergi, 2015). 

 

Pros 

● When it is paid usually no extra expenditure will appear. 
● Become less dependent of other companies and the change in price of electricity have 

lower impact. 
● Requires almost no maintenance, once every five years the fluid in the collector 

should be changed. 
● No hazardous emissions during use phase. 

Cons 

● Low productivity during winter when it is needed the most. Snow will decrease the 
production even more. 

● Expensive to purchase and install. 
 
There are different types of solar thermals but these two, evacuated tube and flat plate, is the 
most common ones. 
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Evacuated Tube Solar Thermal System 
 

Evacuated tube solar thermal system is the most efficient out on the market at the moment, 
with 70% rate of efficiency. It is also the most expensive. The reason why it is so effective is 
because of the design, it uses glass tubes. The tubes are built in a way to resist surrounding air 
temperatures and are very insulating, which is good during the cold seasons. The two tubes 
that are most used are glass-glass tubes and glass-metal tubes. The benefit with the glass-glass 
is that it is very good at keeping the vacuum, but makes it harder for the light to reach the 
core. While glass-metal is the opposite, and will allow more light to reach in. The core of the 
tubes is made of copper which will get warm and heat the water inside. Another benefit with 
using tubes is that they are not affected that much by the position of the sun, which will result 
in more heat absorbed which increases the production. As long as there is vacuum inside the 
tubes they can produce heat, and evacuated tubes have a life range of twenty years. If one tube 
would become faulty it is possible just to replace that one (The Renewable Energy Hub, 
2016.). 

 

Flat Plate Solar Thermal System 
 

Flat plate solar thermal systems, is another alternative. This one looks more like a dark 
window, and works like a glasshouse. The sun gets absorbed by the dark colored plate 
absorber inside the panel and then heats up the whole panel. Also in this model the liquid is 
often transferred in copper tubes, but sometimes also in silicon tubes. The benefits with this 
one compared to the evacuated tube system is that this one costs less, has a longer lifespan, (-
over 25 years), and is more durable (Svesol, 2016. The Renewable Energy Hub, 2016). 
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3.11.2  Heat Pumps 
 

There are different kinds of heat pumps, but they all use the same principle. They all take 
energy/heat from one source and then transfer it into the house. 

 

Ground Source Heat Pump 
 

Ground source heat pump, or geothermal heat pump, is an environmental friendly device to 
use as heating source. The reason is because it uses the heat from the ground. The ground is 
heated from the sun; at a certain depth the ground will go below 0 degrees Celsius. Depending 
on the energy need of the household a hole between 50-200 meters deep with a diameter of 
around 15 cm is drilled. In this hole the temperature always stays between 2- and 8 degrees 
Celsius regardless what season it is. Into this hole a collector hose is inserted which is filled 
with water and antifreeze. The pump will then push this liquid around and when the heated 
liquid from the ground comes into the pump a reaction is started where steam will be 
generated. When this steam reaches 50 degrees Celsius the heat will start to be distributed to 
warm the building. The price to install one of these costs around 100 000-150 000 SEK, but 
then the drilling and everything comes included. The lifespan for the heat pump is around 15-
20 years and the hole can be used for more than 50 years. This kind of geothermal heat pump 
is most common in Sweden but there is other ways to heat the liquid within the collector hose. 
Two other common ways are to not to dig that deep but instead spread the hose over a larger 
area or put the hose in a pond that never freezes (Bergvärmeinstallation, 2010. Energifakta, 
2016). 

Pros: 

● Environmental friendly, no emission when it is used. 
● Good long-term investment, low operating costs. 
● Low maintenance needed. 
● Can easily be combined with solar energy. 

Cons: 

● Expensive to acquire and install. 
● Requires electricity to run the pump. 
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Air Source Heat Pump 
 

Instead of using heat from the ground this air source heat pump uses the air outside, which the 
air pump sucks in with a fan. The heat from the air sucked in will be absorbed to a fluid which 
passes through a compressor. The compressor then uses the energy to increase the 
temperature which will result in a warmer household. Just like the ground source heat pump 
there is different models, either use air-to-air, where the heat from the compressor will be 
send out in the household through fans, or air-to-water where the heat from the compressor 
heats water which will give the household warm water. The price changes depending on what 
system that is chosen, air-to-air, is the cheapest and can cost 15 000 SEK while air-to-water 
can cost up to 100 000 SEK. The air-to-air system can also be used as an air-condition system. 
The system has a lifespan at around 20 years, but they do require more maintenance than 
ground source heat pumps (Värmepumpfakta, 2016. Thermia, 2016). 

Pros: 

● Cheaper and easier to install than a ground source heat pump. 
● Air-to-water can heat the building and the water system. 
● Air-to-air can be used as an air-conditioner. 
● No emissions. 

Cons: 

● The fan is loud. 
● Not as efficient as ground source heat pump. 
● Air-to-air are limited by the size of the building. 
● At lower temperatures outside the heat production reduces. 
● Requires electricity. 

(Energy Saving Trust, 2014. Villaägarna, 2013) 

The last one, which cannot be the main supplier but is a good extra feature to have is exhaust 
air heat pump. What this does is that it recycles used heat which is about to leave the building 
through the ventilation to heat the building. With this system a building can recycle some of 
the heat leaving the building which will reduce the wasted energy and decrease energy costs. 
The cost for a system like this is around 50 000 SEK. Most new buildings in Sweden have 
these installed (Värmepumpfakta, 2016. Thermia, 2016). 
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3.11.3  Boiler 
 

Another way to heat a building is with a boiler, there is different kind of boilers, one who uses 
oil and another that uses wood or pellets. 

The oil boiler used to be popular in Swedish households but it is starting to be substituted with 
other ways to heat the house like solar energy, heat pumps and even pellet boilers. The main 
reason for this is due to the requirement of fossil fuel which is not sustainable. Also compared 
to newer technology and ways to heat the house the oil boiler tends to cost more to use (Din 
Byggare, 2015). 

On the positive side an oil boiler can be upgraded to a pellet boiler. Pellets works similar to a 
firewood boiler, but it is two-to-three times as effective depending on the pellet. Pellets are 
compressed waste products from wood and trees. The method is simple and proven; the boiler 
burns pellets to create heat which will heat the water in the water tank which then goes to the 
tap water and the radiators. The boiler needs a chimney because of the smoke created when 
the pellets are burned. Depending on what kind of boiler that is brought the maintenance will 
vary, some needs cleaning every year and some cleans itself. A new pellet boiler costs around 
55 000 SEK, but if you already have an oil boiler it can be upgraded for around 25 000 SEK. 
For a household the cost of pellets is around 10 000 per year (Energifakta, 2016. Byggmentor, 
2015). 

Pros: 

● Does not require electricity. 
● Not very expensive. 
● If an oil boiler is owned, it can be upgraded to pellets with reduced cost. 

Cons: 

● Need a storehouse for the pellets. 
● Might require some work, maintenance and cleaning. 
● Oil is still the most efficient fuel to use in a boiler. Up to three times more efficient 

compared to pellets.  
 

3.12  Ventilation 
 

Ventilation is important for the people working and living in a building. And according to 
AFS 2009:2 it is a requirement that the breathing air in the building must be satisfying and 
that there must be a sufficient air exchange. Also the air that is supplied through the 
ventilation must be clean and may not contribute to temperature problems or drafts. How this 
is made does not matter. There is different kind of ways to build ventilation and it is all 
depending on what is required (Arbetsmiljöverket, 2015). 
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3.12.1  Natural Ventilation 
 

Natural ventilation means that there are no moving parts in this way of ventilation. The air 
exchange is controlled by wind, buoyancy and air pressure changes. Simple changes in indoor 
and outdoor temperatures create different pressure which results in a natural ventilation. This 
means that every building has automatically natural ventilation. Often this is not enough, and 
therefore special exhaust ducts are built. These are often built in restrooms, kitchens and the 
end of the exhaust duct. Therefore ventilation chimney should be built as high as possible. 
Exhaust ducts is a way to get “old” air out from the building, but to get fresh air in, vents are 
built on the outer wall to create a circulation. 

Pure natural ventilation is rarely used nowadays due to some specific issues. The main reason 
is that the airflow cannot be controlled. It all depends on the weather outside, which create 
bad ventilations on the summers and on the winter the flow might be too much which will 
affect the indoor temperature. The lack of control over the flow might result in unevenly 
distributed fresh air in different rooms. And it is also hard to reuse the energy from the air that 
is leaving the building. The benefit with natural ventilation is that it does not create noise 
(Arbetsmiljöverket, 2015. Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2014). 

 

3.12.2  Mechanical Ventilation 
 

Mechanical Ventilation uses fans to control the flow and distribute the air. The fans can be 
used for either blowing in the fresh air or blowing out old. Compared to the natural ventilation 
that creates no noise, the mechanical does. 

Some buildings only use fans to blow out old air, and use the same method as natural 
ventilation, through vents, to get air into the building. This is called F-ventilation. This creates 
a more even flow of air in and out of the building than only using natural ventilation. Like 
natural ventilation it is hard to distribute the air through the whole building. In industries and 
factories there are often out blowing fans installed near areas that are more contaminated 
because it is important to get the contaminated air out of the building as fast as possible. 
Another great benefit with using a mechanical ventilation to get air out of the building is that 
exhaust air heat pumps can be used which recycles the energy from the heat that is leaving the 
building. 

Fans can also be used to blow in air from outdoor to indoor through another ventilation 
system to easily control the distribution of air. This is called FT-ventilation. Ingoing air 
through ventilation and fans are often used in spaces and rooms where a lot of humans are 
visiting. A FT-ventilation with build in heat exchanger is called FTX-ventilation, and today 
they do not build FT-ventilations instead they build FTX-ventilations.  

FTX-ventilation control the temperature of the outdoor air to match the wanted temperature 
indoors, for example when it is cold outside the air sucked in will get heated in the heat 
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exchanger, this removes the temperature problem. But this also requires more maintenance 
and cleaning, because if dirt or other not wanted particles gets stuck in the ingoing mechanical 
vent the air might get contaminated before it gets into the building. And it is also important 
when using ingoing mechanical vent that the building is well sealed (Arbetsmiljöverket, 2015. 
Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2014). 

With a FTX-ventilation system where the airflow is controlled, the heat from the air can be 
used again to heat the building. This creates a more sustainable building which recycles the 
heat, instead of letting all the heat from the outgoing air go to waste. The building can recycle 
between 50-80% of the heat (Svensk Ventilation, 2016). 

 

3.12.3  Hybrid Ventilation 
 

It is not a must to go either for natural or mechanical ventilation. There are many ways to 
combine these two to reduce the usage of fans and to save energy. Where the fans only start 
when needed or when the natural ventilation performance is not enough (Arbetsmiljöverket, 
2015). 

 

3.12.4  Good Ventilation is Important 
 

It is important for the humans to have good ventilation; bad ventilation might create damages 
to the human. Carbon dioxide can be a problem and cause damage if the air contains more 
than 10 000 ppm carbon dioxide. The goal (AFS 2009:2) is to keep it below 1 000 ppm. If the 
air contains the same amount of carbon dioxide as the air that is blown out, the efficiency is 
50 %. If the air blown out contains more carbon dioxide it is above 50% and if the room 
contains more than the blown out air it is below 50%.A recommendation of lowest efficiency 
(AFS 2009:2) is 40%. 

To avoid particles that is not wanted to get through the ventilation, a filter can be used. To get 
the bad particles and the contaminated air out fast in industries and factories outgoing 
mechanical ventilations are often installed near the source to reduce the spread of bad air. 

The air flow required depends on what the building is used for, plus 7 liters per second per 
person. Here are some examples: 

● Locale for workshop and car wash. 3.5-liter air per second and per square meter. 
● Woodworking. 3.5-liter air per second and per square meter. 
● Residential and schools. 0.35-liter air per second and per square meter. 

(Arbetsmiljöverket, 2015. Södertälje kommun, 2014. Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2014) 
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4 Pre-Study: Trendwatching 
 

This chapter includes different trends and ways to think to become more sustainable. The 
observations and interviews are also presented in this chapter. 

 

4.2 Passive Houses 
 

Passive houses are the type of houses that takes care of the heat that is created inside the 
house, like body heat and heat from electrical devices. To be able to have a house that is 
heated with minimal energy, insulation, few thermal bridges, and low air leakage are the most 
important factors. To not lose heat the house needs to be effectively insulated, walls, roof and 
the ground needs to have low U-values. Windows are often a weak point and therefore special 
windows are often used with low thermal conductivity. The air leakage for passive houses 
should not be higher than 0.5 l/s according to FEBY (Forum för energieffektiva byggnader). 
A ventilation system is needed to support the oxygen levels because of the low air leakage. 
For this an FTX ventilation system is used. This system uses the heat of the used indoor air to 
warm up the incoming cold outdoor air. By using this system up to 80% of the energy from 
the air is recovered while keeping the air inside fresh and healthy. For the need of heating tap 
water solar thermal collectors can be used. These devices can save up 50-60% of a normal 
water heating consumption, even though they are more effective during the warmer part of the 
year. During winter sunlight and the recycling of heat might not be enough to supply the heat 
demand. For these occasions a few different solutions can be connected to the FTX ventilation 
system. Depending on the conditions an electric heater, a small heat pump or a geothermal 
pump can be used. As a non-electric solution a water-jacketed stove or district heating can be 
used (Emrahus, 2016). 

To maximize the effect of this type of house the location and direction of the house should 
allow the low winter sun to radiate through the windows to heat the building when it is cold 
and screen of the high warm summer sun when the need of heat is low. It is also important to 
get maximum effect out of the solar thermal collector and for solar cells that also can be 
placed on the roof (Emrahus, 2016). 
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4.3 Cradle to Cradle 
 

Most concepts about sustainability today is about reducing environmental impacts and having 
the mindset that the less impact the better. The mindset for Cradle to Cradle is different, this 
method is about doing a positive impact. 

The three rules of Cradle to Cradle follows: 

1. Waste is a resource; everything can be used for another purpose. 
2. Use solar energy 
3. Promote biological, conceptual and social diversity. 

 
These rules are used for the cycle that every product and process have. The cycles are divided 
into biological and technological cycles. All stages of the cycle are important, from harvesting 
material to closing the loop. To be able to close the loop and fulfill rule number one biological 
products can be used as fuel or increase nutrition of soil through compost. In the technological 
cycle products should be reused or recycled to remain value within the cycle. The focus of 
recycling makes design very important; it is rarely that a product is only created with one type 
of material. To effectively be able to recycle products the materials should be easy to separate. 

To make products more sustainable companies often try to increase the life length to divide 
the negative impact over more years which gives less impact per year. This can work for some 
types of products but for technology that is rapidly improved this will get the customer stuck 
with outdated, less effective technology. In these cases it can be better to create shorter life 
lengths and focus on the dismantling and recycling of the product. By using energy from 
renewable energy sources when recycling and reproducing new products a more effective 
society can be created without increasing the negative environmental impact.  

The concept Cradle to Cradle was created at the millennium and therefore because of the time 
it takes for the building industry to develop new techniques, no house is today 100% Cradle to 
Cradle optimized. However there are a lot different Cradle to Cradle products and features for 
houses that can be used today (Mulhall and Braungart, 2013). 

In table 2 examples of actions to target the different Cradle to Cradle rules are shown. This 
table can be used as help when discovering areas of improvement. 
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Table 7. Examples of implementation of Cradle to Cradle (Mulhall and Braungart, 
2013). 

C2C rule  Objective Approach Example 

Waste is 
a 
resource 

Define materials 
and their cycles 

Use materials that have 
defined technical or 
biological cycles. Use 
materials that have a 
known positive effect on 
the environment or human 
health. 

Use degradable, reusable or 
recyclable materials. 

Use a fabric that helps 
purifying the air. 

Waste is 
a 
resource 

Integrate 
biological 
nutrition 

Design the house and 
garden towards producing 
more biomass, soil and 
pure water prior to 
construction. 

Create green walls to take care 
of pollutants and produce 
oxygen. Compost biological 
materials to consume CO2 and 
produce nutritious soil. 

Waste is 
a 
resource 

Improve quality 
of air and 
climate 

Use biological processes to 
improve the air quality 
before leaving the 
building. Improved air 
quality creates a healthier 
indoor climate and 
increases productivity. 

Improve the air quality by 
using C2C certified products. 
Use CO2 to produce biomass 
along with renewable energy 
sources to balance the CO2 

percentage in the air. 

Waste is 
a 
resource 

Improve water 
quality 

Increase the quality of 
used water before leaving 
the building. 

Use plants to take care of 
pollutants in the water, use 
systems for water reuse and 
collect rainwater. 

Use solar 
energy 

Use renewable 
energy 

Design houses that are able 
to produce more energy 
than they consume. 

Use energy efficient technology 
to be able to cover the 
consumption with solar energy. 

Promote 
diversity 

Actively 
support 
biological 
diversity 

Design for support of 
increased biological 
diversity. 

Analyze the amount of 
different plants, animals and 
insects that has their natural 
habitat in the wanted area and 
make sure the area improves 
with this in consideration. 
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Promote 
diversity 

Promote social 
diversity 

Encourage different 
perspectives and thoughts. 

Strive towards having diversity 
of peoples when making 
decisions to cover all aspects. 

Promote 
diversity 

Promote 
conceptual 
diversity 

Analyze positive 
properties of a building 
and compliment with other 
components that has a 
positive effect on people 
and environment. 

Calculate the impact of 
components by the percentage 
of renewable energy used or 
improvement of air or water 
quality. Try products with other 
thinking processes like bio 
mimicry. 

 

4.4 Customer Needs 
 

In figure 1 the result of interviews with customers of Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB 
located at Tennvägen 11 in Karlskrona is presented. This figure shows the result of the 
questions regarding areas that possibly could be shared to decrease cost. The result shows that 
the interviewed companies were most positive to sharing changing room, showers and toilets. 
The requests were that it should not be too far away from their workplace but otherwise most 
companies did not see any problem with sharing. The same thing goes with kitchen and coffee 
room, if it is located close they would like to share, some already did today. The ones that was 
negative towards sharing kitchen and coffee room was the bigger companies with more 
employees, companies with competitors in the building or companies with secrecy 
information that sometimes is discussed during breaks. No one was positive towards a shared 
office space, all companies wanted their own private working place. The main reasons were to 
not be disturbed while working or for secrecy reasons. For the question about having office 
and industrial premises separated the companies with personnel working major part of their 
day in an office wanted to have them separated, for comfort reasons. However the companies 
with fewer employees or a special need of a computer related to their work wanted to have it 
close so that they could streamline their work time. Therefore, a long distance between their 
office and their working place would delay their work. 
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Figure 1. Survey of sharing common areas. 

 

The biggest problem concerning sharing was in this survey the risk of sharing crucial 
information with other companies. This is even more important if a company has 
collaboration with another company on another location and need to remain trustworthy. 
Therefore the areas that companies still think can be shared are important to be designed 
properly to prevent unwanted sharing of information. If accessibility along with flexibility 
between private and shared areas can be done in a smooth way most companies were positive 
to the sharing concept. 

 

4.4.1 Analysis of Customer Opinions  
 

To know what is good and what to improve with the current facilities a summarized list of the 
interviews is shown in figure 2. In the list opinions of the companies that are currently renting 
the facilities are divided up into weaknesses, strengths and suggestions of improvements. The 
purpose of this list to try to keep good features and improve weaknesses for a future building 
based on customer opinions. 
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Figure 2. Summary of customer interviews. 

 

Weaknesses 
• For weaknesses some companies request more efficient parking. That is more 

independent of what space themselves or adjacent companies’ need for parking. Some 
companies have more employees than others or customers that also needs parking 
space which then can expand beyond their parking limit. 

• The companies with customers visiting their facility wanted a more attractive entrance 
and surrounding. A few companies also requested more information to guide their 
customers from the road, with for example a sign with the companies’ names on at key 
locations.  

• Since this kind of high density of industries often attracts thieves a higher amount of 
security is coveted.  

• In the winter it easily gets cold inside the buildings, which could harm fragile 
technology.  
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• A waste disposal was requested from one company that is not located in front of the 
building so that it is hidden for visitors or customers.  

• For companies that uses more than one section of the building, higher flexibility and 
better ventilation is requested. 

• A few companies have problems while loading materials or products because the gate 
is not high enough. 

• For the companies with customers visiting, the snow clearance is a bit late in the day 
since their customers arrives at 7 to 8 in the morning and then they have to clear the 
snow themselves to make it customer friendly. 

 

Strengths 
• The strengths of the current facilities are that the loading zone is good and very 

important for many of the companies. The current loading zone makes a lot of the 
companies’ work much easier. 

• The noise levels are acceptable by most companies which easily could not be the case 
with all these industries located in the same place. 

• Most companies mentioned that the current facilities are accessible and spacious 
which is often the main reason why the companies have chosen these facilities. Most 
of the companies also think that the facilities are affordable and are happy what with 
what they get for the rent. Another bonus is the social aspect, especially for the smaller 
companies. The companies help each other’s out when needed because a wide area of 
expertise is covered and also they get some more people to meet and talk to on a daily 
basis. 

 

Suggestions 
• A popular suggestion for all companies was to have a conference room which could be 

booked by the companies when they want to have a meeting internal or with a 
customer. Today an office or coffee room is often used but if these places are going to 
be shared among other companies this space needs to be compensated. By having a 
projector or a TV to show presentations on it will also make a better impression on the 
customer. 

• To solve the parking issue companies’ private cars could have a parking that is a bit 
away from the building to make space for customers to park or make more space for 
the loading zone. By having an alternative parking companies can choose how to use 
the space in front of their facility. 

• To increase the attraction of the facilities and value for renting customers an outside 
rest area was very popular. Almost every interviewed company said that they would 
use this outside rest area when the weather is allowing it. It would also give value for 
smokers throughout the whole year. 
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4.5 Cost of Current Facility 
 

Table 8. Operating costs of 7000 m2 for 2015. 

Cost type Cost in SEK Cost type Cost in SEK 
Maintenance / 
Reparations 

1 455 000 Electricity 211 000 

Maintenance costs 65 000 Other operational 
costs 

165 000 

Heating 552 000 Administration 513 000 
Cooling 0 Lease 0 
Water 135 000 Property tax 89 000 
 

The highest costs for 2015 are maintenance and reparations. Also electricity and heating are 
costs that have a high percentage of the total costs. These types of costs can be managed by 
creating flexible and more resource efficient buildings. Therefore these three types of costs 
will be the main targets for the concept creation. 
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5 Ideation 
 

This chapter includes all the ideas and the process of how they became different concepts. In 
this chapter calculations and explanations are also included. Calculations were made on the 
concepts that were selected as best performing. 

 

5.2 Heat Loss from Open Gate 
 

By using the formula of specific heat capacity the heat loss of having the gate open can be 
calculated as following: 

𝑄𝑄 = 𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑         (1.4) 

Q = the amount of heat, 𝛥𝛥T = difference in indoor and outdoor temperature, c = specific heat 
capacity of a material, m = the mass of flowing air. (Schroeder, 1999). 

 

If the outside air is entering the building with a speed of 0.25 m/s and the gate is 3.6x4.2 
meter, the specific heat capacity of air equals 1.005, the temperature indoors is 20℃ and 
outdoors 0 ℃ then the equation equals:  

1.005 ∗ (4.2 ∗ 3.6) ∗ 0.25 ∗ 20 = 76 𝑊𝑊 

The difference between having the door opened one minute and five minutes three times in 
one day then becomes: 

 

Table 9. Calculation of energy waste for open doors. 

Time opened  1 min 5 min 

On one day 3.8 kWh 19 kWh 

One work week 19 kWh 95 kWh 

In one month (4 work 
weeks) 

76 kWh 304 kWh 
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The potential savings during the colder part of the year in Sweden would be 304 kWh each 
month for each gate. With 2 months of 20℃ and 6 months of 10℃ difference of indoor and 
outdoor temperature across a year the total energy loss would be: 

304 ∗ 2 +
304 ∗ 6

2
= 1520 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

With automatic doors the energy demand instead would be: 

76 ∗ 2 +
76 ∗ 6

2
= 380 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 
By comparing with the cost for district heating, which is the current heating system the 
savings with one automatic door can be calculated. With the same estimations of price for 
district heat as in “Calculation of U-values” on page 70 the potential saving per gate is:  

0.67 ∗ 1520 ∗ 0.607 + 0.33 ∗ 1520 ∗ 0.507 = 872.48 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 
 
With the usage of automatic doors the heating costs would be: 

0.67 ∗ 380 ∗ 0.607 + 0.33 ∗ 380 ∗ 0.507 = 72.32 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 
 
If the gate is opened more than three times a day, the temperature is colder, very windy or the 
price of electricity increases the savings will increases. When there is no temperature 
difference there will be no savings. 

 

5.2.1 Folding Door versus Automatic Sectional Door 
 

Automatic Sectional Doors 
 

According to Teckentrup Scandinavia AB (2016) the difference in price between an automatic 
sectional door and a folding door is not that big. In the example under “Heat loss from open 
gate” the savings that can be made from having an automatic door is estimated. The savings 
monthly might look small but it works the best when it is needed the most when it is cold 
outside. If heat loss can be reduced during winter the heating system of the building can be 
dimensioned to for a lower output and not only save operational cost but also initial costs. By 
having an automatic door does not only save money in heating but it also brings value for the 
renting customer since they can for example open the door without exiting their vehicle. This 
will therefore, save time for the tenant and because of the simplicity and low effort of closing 
an automatic door it will be more likely that it will be closed faster. 

The downside of an automatic sectional door is that it does often not include a small walk 
through door like folding doors commonly have. This means that for a person to enter the 
facility without open the whole gate another door is needed to be installed. This adds cost as 
well as decreasing the insulation of the building since doors often have a higher U-value than 
building walls. The engine that is used to power the door also consumes electricity. 
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According to the Swedish regulation (1979:210) for power operated doors these type of 
electrical powered doors needs to be inspected initial and every second year. This adds 
administration as well as a regular cost. 

 

Folding Doors 
 

Folding doors does not have an electric engine to power open the door and therefor do not 
need any inspections. These folding doors can have one section of it that can be used as a 
walk through door. It is a cheaper solution and if the door is not opened frequently the benefit 
of automatic opening and closing is very small, in these cases folding doors are preferable. 

 

Folding doors are hand-operated and will not give the extra comfort of an automatic door. It 
also takes longer time to open and close which will waste more heat during the process than 
an automatic door. 

 

5.3 Design 
 

Because of the good feedback on the current size of the different spaces approximately the 
same sizes are going to be used in the new concept. The customers for the new building will 
be smaller industrial companies with a few employees. Therefore their needs for gates and 
space will be approximately the same. The focus will instead be how to mix the new common 
areas into the old model with highest flexibility and accessibility possible.  

The next thing to take into consideration when designing is the flows of the users. This is 
shown in figure 3 where the most common routines are mapped in a flow diagram.  

 

 

Figure 3. Flow diagram of user routines. 
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By understanding the flows of people and design with them in mind will allow their actions to 
become natural. The goal is to achieve a structure that feels smartly planned and that there is a 
reason behind every detail. The structure is also crucial for building costs. The more advanced 
and special features or details the more expensive it gets.  

For water systems it is much cheaper if it all can be directed to one location instead of spread 
out across the whole building. 

By looking at figure 3 the first thing the user does is park their vehicle or bike depending on 
location. The next step is placing lunch box into refrigerator or go to the changing room. By 
having the parking close to the coffee room and changing room will make it the connections 
smooth. If the changing room and coffee room are close to each other it will also make it 
easier for the ones that need to change clothes before work. The location of these two also 
needs to be central to the other facilities since transports between them are going to happen a 
few times every day. If the distance is too long to the coffee room or that the place is not seen 
as a comfort zone will result in that people will not be spending time there. 

 

5.4 Benefits of Common Areas 
 

Today's costs for bathrooms and small kitchens for Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB is 
around 100 000 SEK for each area. If this system would be implemented for this new building 
concept 10 small kitchen and toilets would be needed because there is space for 10 
companies. This would set the initial costs to 2 000 000 SEK just for bathroom and kitchens. 
By instead sharing kitchen and bathrooms this cost can be lowered a lot. The need of toilets is 
around 4-5 for the amount of people in the building, which gives reduction of 50 – 60 %. The 
kitchen and break area now needs to be a lot bigger since everyone is going to share the same 
space. Anyhow it is not likely that this is going to cost close to the same amount of the current 
structure. By focusing the water systems in one place and having fewer refrigerators and so 
on, is decreasing operational and initial costs. For the common dressing rooms water systems 
also are going to be more focused in one location. There could be some increased costs for the 
dressing rooms since two dressing rooms are being added, one for men and one for women. 
The new dressing rooms will give the tenants an own locker and ability to shower for 
everyone. The tenants also do not have to sacrifice any of their own working space to change 
clothes or be forced to change at home. 
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In the current facilities a high percentage of the companies are paying for cleaning services 
which adds administrations and costs. By having common areas in focused location makes it 
much easier to be cleaned and Kruthusen can take care of the administration of the cleaning 
service. By not having to worry about cleaning and also be able to make additional contacts 
with other companies in the shared break area are just some of the benefits for the facility 
tenants. The rent is also expected to be lower since the initial costs are going to be reduced for 
coffee room and toilets (Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB, 2016). 

 

5.5 Idea Generation: Floor Planning 
 

The decision to do the first idea generation of the floor planning separate ways was made to 
let each mind think freely. All ideas are based on our need finding to secure customer needs. 
This is the concepts of the first idea generation session; note that the scale is not correct. 

 

List of abbreviations used for the concepts to easier tell which room is which: 

C - Conference 

CR - Coffee room 

DR - Dressing room 

IB - Industrial building 

LZ - Loading zone 

O - Office 

P - Patio/Balcony 

PL - Parking lot 

WC - Water closet 
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5.5.1 Floor Planning With One Floor 
 

Concept 1: This structure is inspired by the current buildings at Tennvägen but with shared 
areas such as dressing room and coffee room. By having a parking lot for civil cars will make 
the loading zone more spacious. The parking lot is also placed close to the dressing room and 
coffee room which makes the first and last transport of a working day very short and natural. 

 

Figure 4. Concept 1. 

 

Concept 2: This is a modification of the first idea with the same thought process of the 
parking and dressing room. The change is in where the coffee room is located, here it is 
located in the middle of the building. This is to make it easier for the users that have their 
industrial space far to the right because during a normal working day the walk to the coffee 
room occurs a few times. The walk to the dressing room only occurs in the start and end of a 
working day and therefore is more forgiving than having a long walk to the coffee room. 

 

Figure 5. Concept 2. 
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Concept 3: This concept is about having a more compact building to save energy since only a 
smaller circuit is exposed to the outside air. Dressing room and coffee room should be located 
centrally to eliminate all long walking distances. The distance from industrial to office space 
is also very short which allows the user to go in between these two areas without any major 
delays. 

 

Figure 6. Concept 3. 

 

Concept 4: The idea behind this concept was to have a separate parking lot for the employees 
and the visitors, which will create more space for trucks and other vehicles used for work. The 
parking lot is located at the end of the building where the entrance to the building also is 
located. Reason behind this is to have the dressing room and conference on the way into the 
working spaces to create a better flow and for visitors to get a closer walking distance to the 
conference room. On one side of the hallway the industrial buildings will be located and the 
offices, bathrooms and coffee room will be located on the other side. This is to separate the 
dirtier areas from the cleaner. Coffee room is located in the middle to reduce the walking 
distance for the small companies renting. 

 

Figure 7. Concept 4. 
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5.5.2 Floor Planning With Two Floors 
 

Concept 5: For small plot areas a two floor building can be of good use. By having offices 
and shared areas on the second floor will affect the industrial work very little. The view from 
the coffee room and offices will also relax the users more than having trucks and cars right 
outside the window. 

 

Figure 8. Concept 5. 

 

Concept 6: The thoughts behind this concept is also to separate the dirtier areas from the 
cleaner ones. That is why the offices, coffee room and the conference rooms are located on 
the 2nd floor while the industrial buildings are located on the first floor. Also in this idea there 
are separate parking spaces for work vehicles/trucks (loading zone) and visitors/employees 
(parking lot). A toilet and the dressing room are located directly at the entrance to create a 
good flow. The round things on each floor, in the hallway simulate a spiral staircase.  

 

Figure 9. Concept 6. 
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Concept 7: This is an alternative solution which is based on the same principles as concept 6, 
but this concept is about having industrial buildings on both sides of the hallway. This would 
increase the amount of rooms for small companies to rent and at the same time increase the 
possibility to expand the company. An increased size on the first floor will also result in an 
increased size for the second floor.  

 

Figure 10. Concept 7. 

 

Concept 8: Also called the tower concept, where the idea was to create something more 
special than the common box looking facility. This was mostly made for fun, but the idea is 
similar to the most of the ideas. This means that there will be separate locations for the 
loading zone and parking lot and for industrial and offices, coffee room. But the big 
difference is that the entrance is a tower where all the offices, conference room, dressing 
room, bathrooms and conference room will be located in. Only the tower will have more than 
one floor. In this concept it has two floors, but if needed more floors can be added. This will 
create a more fun and interesting look. 

 

Figure 11. Concept 8. 
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Concept 9: This is also a tower concept, like concept 8, but with a similarity to the idea 
behind concept 7. The idea is to make room for more small companies, increase the 
possibility to expand and to make it possible to have industrial buildings on both sides of the 
hallway.  

 

Figure 12. Concept 9. 

 

Afterwards the concepts were presented in the project group to see if there was some ideas 
that was similar or sticking out. By taking parts of different concepts, new concepts were 
created. 

In the next step these ideas were shown to Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB to get feedback 
and thoughts. There were two ideas that they preferred the most and that they wanted us to 
continue to develop. The ideas to continue with were idea 3, 4 and 8. Kruthusen 
Företagsfastigheter AB also wanted the entrance to be located in the middle of the building 
and be designed to stick out from the other part of the building. The two updated versions are 
called concept 10 and 11. During our brainstorming with Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB 
concept 13 was created; to build the industrial building like the current ones but it would 
include a loft where the office will be located in. 
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Concept 10: This is an idea from Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB how we could change 
concept 3 and 4 to make the walking distance from entrance to the premises shorter for the 
companies furthest from the entrance. 

 

Figure 13. Concept 10. 

 

Concept 11: This is the next idea Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB had based on one of our 
concept 8, where for the same reason as concept 10, the tower and the entrance is moved to 
the middle of the building to shorten the walks. They think the tower could be appealing for 
people driving by. Another version could be that it would fit two office floors within the same 
height as the industrial building which would result with a roof with the same height 
everywhere. An alternative is to have the offices on the 2nd floor and bathroom and dressing 
room on the 1st floor. 

 

Figure 14. Concept 11. 
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Concept 12: This is a visualization of Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB’s idea they had on 
the industrial building where an office in a loft is included in each room. There will be a 
staircase from the ground floor into the loft which is shown to the right in the figure below.  

 

Figure 15. Concept 12. 

 

5.6 Prioritizing  
 

By discussions the 12 concepts were reduced to five. It was important that the concepts were 
unique and had that something extra to be selected. 

We choose to continue with concept 1 because it was very similar to the way the buildings 
look today but with an added dressing room, coffee room and a common bathroom. The 
second concept to continue to work with was concept 6, the reason behind that choice was at 
least one idea that was based on a two floors solution to be able to compare to the other 
concepts. Concept 10, which is an upgraded version of 3 and 4, was made together with 
Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB which is one of the stronger alternatives because of the 
collaboration between the students and the company. Same reason is why concept 11 was 
chosen, an upgraded version of concept 8 which was made in collaboration with Kruthusen 
Företagsfastigheter AB. The last concept to use into the next step was concept 12, an idea 
made by Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB, to have a wide range of concepts. 

The idea behind concept 2 was similar to concept 3 and 4 and which is the reason why they 
were not selected. Same goes with concept 5, due to the similarity to concept 6. Concept 3, 4 
and 8 was deselected after their upgraded concepts. Concept 7 and 9 was too big to fit on the 
surface Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB had in their mind to build on and therefore were 
not chosen.  
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5.6.1 Pugh Matrix 
 

The Pugh matrix is used as a decision tool by evaluating two or more concepts. The strength 
of this tool is that the user of the tool creates the key criteria that will be used to compare the 
concepts. This is also the weakness of the tool, if you fail to create good criteria the best 
concept might not come on top of the scoreboard. The key criteria also include weighting, it is 
important that when the user selects the importance of each criteria that it still becomes 
relevant to not have a negative impact on the result.  

In this Pugh matrix the five concepts that made it out of the first selection phase are compared 
against key criteria with individual importance rating. The key criteria are taken from the pre 
study to cover important aspects like flexibility, costs and comfort. The importance rating is 
dependent on customer needs and cost efficiency, for example expandability is important to 
keep costs low when customers want to expand or leave. Depending on how the concept 
performs at each key criteria it gets scored on a scale from -2 to 2. This score then gets 
multiplied with the importance rating and then the total score is summed up in the bottom of 
the matrix (Mindtools, 2016). 
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Figure 16. Pugh matrix 

 

5.6.2 CONCEPTS IN PUGH MATRIX  
 

Concept 1 
The idea behind this concept is just a minor improvement to the current building. The 
difference is added common areas which decreases costs for water system and it is not a 
complex building at all which makes it cheap. The negative score is because that all common 
areas are located in the far left and creates long walk distance for some of the facilities. These 
long transports will be annoying and might make the affected stop going to the common areas 
which is not the purpose of having them. 
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Concept 6 
Concept 6 is about having two floors and dividing up industry and office space. This makes it 
easier to hire more office space but the distance between office and industrial space is longer 
and also one floor up which makes it annoying to run between them. Also a more spread out 
water system will increase the costs along with having two floors. 

 

Concept 10 
In this concept everything is located centrally to decrease distances. In the mid-section all 
common areas are gathered which makes water system costs low. By having the entrance in 
the middle of the building and having parking across the opposite side of the loading zone 
makes the building very accessible. The distance between office and industrial space is also 
short since a door connects the spaces. It is also easy to hire none or a few offices that are 
close to each other. 

 

Concept 11 
Instead of having the common areas on the same level as the industry space this idea have 
them on a second floor. The water systems are still focused on one location but by having it 
on a second level costs will be a bit increased. The office spaces are not as close as in concept 
10 but there is still some possibility for hiring more than one office. The wow factor is 
increased by having a building that does not look like all other industrial buildings. For 
visitors the view from a second floor is also better as well for the users that will have a coffee 
room that is a bit less accessible but hopefully worth the view and extra added relaxation 
while having breaks. 

 

Concept 12 
To save space offices are placed on a loft inside the industrial space in this concept. This 
allows fast access to the office and an increased wow factor. By having this type of loft it 
limits the office space that can be expanded to that are close to the industrial space. It is also a 
more complex type of building which will increase costs but if the ground area is required to 
be smaller this can be one solution.  
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5.6.3 Conclusion of Concepts 
 

The score was overwhelmingly in favor of concept 10 but concept 11 and 12 also got some 
different features that can be wanted by customers if some parts are modified. This is why two 
concepts will be continued into a more detailed concept creation. Concept 10 is the first 
concept but also a modified concept of 11 and 12 are going to be developed. This is to secure 
the satisfaction of Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB. By having two concepts, one that is of a 
standard model and another that is a more daring alternative to choose of. In the end 
Kruthusens feedback on what to the like is probably the answer. The answer is depending on 
if the wow factor is high enough to cover up the additional costs that are added comparing to 
the more standard concept.  

 

5.7 Building Location Alternatives 
 

Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB has been looking at two available building plots both 
located at Tennvägen northwest of Lyckeby. One location is just north of their current 
buildings and the other one is across the street (figure 18). This allows easier administration 
since their facilities are stacked up at few locations. 

 

Figure 17. Location of Tennvägen relative to Lyckeby 
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Figure 18. Overview of the two plots.  

 

5.7.1 Building Plot 1 
 

For the first building plot that is located north along Tennvägen have the areas 8 to 11 in 
figure 19 available as location of the new buildings. The targeted building area is 1800 m2 and 
therefore Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB has selected area 8 to 10 which is approximately 
115 meters long and 36 meters at the narrowest locations and 46 meters at the widest. This 
plot has already got some work done with the ground for future structure which makes the 
building process go faster but also at a more expensive price. 

 

Figure 19. Building plot 1.  
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5.7.2 Building Plot 2 
 

The second plot located in the purple circle in figure 18 is approximately 64 meters wide and 
99 meters long. This plot is untouched and therefore needs a lot of work before construction 
can begin. This plot is a bit shorter than plot 1 but it is also wider which therefore needs two 
different structure models to fit perfectly into the two different building plots. 

 

Figure 20. Building plot 2.   

 

5.8 Facility Size 
 

Next step is to decide the size of each room. We know that today the industrial locales are 
6x18 meters, and Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB finds that to be a good size. They also 
confirmed that the size can be adjusted to get the structure to fit in, but to have a room with 
minimum 108 square meters is a requirement. Another requirement from Kruthusen 
Företagsfastigheter AB is to have offices to be around 9-12 square meters. The total size of 
the building should be around 1800 square meters, a target from Kruthusen. But like always 
the size can be adjusted to fit the rest of the requirements. On the buildings today the loading 
zone have the same size as the industrial locale, which gives us the dimensions of around 108 
square meter, or 6x18m. There is also requirement to have a room for ventilation, compressed 
air and a heat station. With the information from Kruthusen the heat station and compressed 
air require each a room of around 5-6 square meters and ventilation around 25 square meters. 
These three can be put in the same room to save space which will result in a room of between 
35 and 40 square meters. This size is also the dependent on the calculated need of ventilation 
(Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB, 2016). 
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5.9 Measurements for CAD Model 
 

The standard height from the floor inside to the roof of buildings today is 2.5 meter, which is 
the minimum for household and workrooms. This gives the knowledge to have a minimum 
height of 2.5 meters in the offices and bathrooms. For rooms where more people visit like 
classrooms, public rooms or larger workrooms the requirement is on a minimum of 2.7 
meters. This means that the coffee room, entrance and maybe even the dressing room needs to 
have an indoor height of 2.7 meters (Boverket, 2014). 

According to Arbetsmiljöupplysningen there should be at least 1 bathroom per 15 employees 
(Arbetsmiljöupplysningen, 2016). 

The size of the WC depends on if every toilet should be in a room alone with a basin and with 
a shower. Here it is more like a public restroom with some common basins and toilet cubicles. 
The size of a single WC should not be less than 1.5 square meters without a shower. A rule is 
that in front of the toilet the must be at least 1.2 m to the wall. A good guideline is to have a 
free space of 0.8x1.2 m in front of the toilet and that there should be no hinders within 0.38 m 
of each side of the toilet measured from the center of the toilet. Guidelines for the size of the 
shower should be at least 0.8x0.8, not less. With these numbers in mind the size of the single 
WC with no shower should be at least 1.2x1.3 m and with shower between 1.8x1.8 m and 
2.2x2.2 m (Viivilla, 2008. Byggmentor, 2012. DHR, 2016). 

For a conference room 18 m2 is enough for around 6 people. By having a width of 3.5 meters 
people can sit around a rectangular table on both sides. 

The door sizes have been taken from standard module 9x21 which is 2090 mm high and 890 
mm wide for the frame of inner doors. For the front door the module 9x21 is 2085 mm high 
and 885 mm wide (Mindörr.se, 2016). 

Window size module 1x1.2 m was chosen. The measurements for that window is 980 mm 
wide and 1180 mm high while the frame is 1000 mm wide and 1200 mm high 
(Fönster24.com, 2016). 

For classic industrial dresser rooms the width is around 3 meters with lockers on each side, 
often with benches attached to the lockers. To create a bit more space between the benches 
which otherwise is really narrow 3.5 to 4 meters would bring more comfort. The standard 
lockers are either 300 or 400 millimeters wide. By having 5 lockers gathered together with a 
small distance between will make the dressing area a bit more spacious. Then a toilet and a 
few showers need to be added. By having the room 7 to 8 meters the bathroom can look 
something like in figure 21.  
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Figure 21. Dressing room design alternatives.  

 

The interviews gave a positive response to have a specific location for a parking lot. The 
recommended size of parking space per car is 2.5x5 meters or 4x5 meters for parking space 
for disabled. It is also important that the road in front of the parking space can handle traffic 
in both directions and the recommendation of the width on the road is 6.5 meter but the 
minimum is at 6.1 meters. An example of a parking lot with 1 row of parking spaces with 2 
parking spaces for disabled and 20 ordinary parking spaces requires an area of 58x11.5 meters 
(Teknisk Handbok, 2014).  

To give the customers something extra when they choose to rent a locale in this building a 
bonus feature could be a spot to have their container or that a container is included in the 
price. There are different container sizes where the tiniest is 2.2x2.4 meters and the largest is 
2.44x12.9 meters. But the ones that should be enough and will be used in our models are 
either 2.44x2.99 meters or 2.44x6.05 meters (Lundby Container Service, 2016). 

The assumptions made that one person need around 2 square meters of the coffee room and 
with 25-30 people this gives the room with the size of 50-60 square meters (Köksbord, 2016). 

The tilt angle of the roof all depends on what benefits you are looking for, but most industrial 
buildings have a low angle including the ones Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB owns today. 
Therefore, the tilt angle will be similar to them. Some benefits with a low-angle roof are that 
it is cheaper and safer if something needs to be repaired on the roof. Since we are planning to 
have solar cells on the roof it would make it easier for maintenance of the solar cells if it is 
easy to walk on the roof without danger. The downside is that the roof needs a stronger 
structure to carry the weight of a lot of snow and that there can be water that does not drain. 
The angle that is going to be used in our model will be around 5-5.7 degrees 
(Teknikhandboken, 2016). 
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Table 10. Preliminary measurements. 

 Width (m) Length (m) Height (m)  Square meter 

Total size of the 
building 

- - - ~ 1800 

Conference ~ 3.5 ~ 5 2.7 ~ 18 

Coffee room ~ 8 ~ 7 2.7 ~ 50-60 

Container 2.2/2.44 2.44/2.99/6.05/12.
19 

2.26/2.59 5.37/7.3/14.76/29.
74 

Dressing room ~ 3.5 - 4 ~ 7 2.5/2.7  25< 

Entrance   2,7  

Industrial building ~ 6 ~ 18 5 ~ 108 

Industrial gate  3.6 4.2  

Loading zone ~ 6 ~ 18 - ~ 108 

Corridor ~ 2  2.5  

Office ~ 3 ~ 3-4 2.5 ~ 9-12 

Patio/Balcony   -  

Parking lot   -  

Room for heating 
station 

  2.5 ~ 5-6 

Room for 
ventilation 

  2.5 ~ 25 

Room for 
compressed air 

  2.5 ~ 5-6 
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Room with heat 
station + 
ventilation + 
compressed air 

 

~ 5 

 

~ 7 

 

2.5 

 

~ 35-40 

WC ~ 1.2 ~ 1.3  2.5 1.5 < 

WC with shower ~ 1.8-2.2 ~ 1.8-2.2 2.5 ~ 3.6-4.4 

WC public/shared   2.5/2.7  

Outer wall 0.6<    

Interior wall ~0.3    

Inner door 0.89 (0.9)  2.090 (2.1)  

Front door 0.885 (0.9)  2.085 (2.1)  

Windows and 
frame 

1.2  1  
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5.10 Updated Concepts with More Precise 
Measurement 

 

5.10.1 Concept 1 
 

This is the upgrade of the concept that got the best score in the Pugh matrix. When created in 
cad with proper measurements it was shown that there would fit more offices than planned, 
which create the possibility for customers to rent more office space if needed. At the main 
entrance the coffee room, conference room, bathrooms and dressing room will be located to 
create a better flow when the customers arrive at their jobs.  

 

 

Figure 22. Concept 1. Top figure shows the back side and the bottom figure shows 
entrance and office space. 

 

Figure 23. Concept 1, planning.  
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Table 11. Concept 1 room size. 

Shortening Name of the room Measurements in meters 

O Office 3 x 3.2 

O’ Larger Office 3 x 4.35 

IB Industrial Building 6 x 18 

WC Water Closet 2 x 2 

CR Coffee Room  10.1 x 6.7 

C Conference 6.8 x 2.3 

DR Dressing Room 7 x 5.8 

TR Technical Room 7 x 5 

 

 

Figure 24. Concept 1 on the two given building plots.  
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5.10.2 Concept 2 
 

This concept is made with inspiration of concept 11, the one that is also called the tower, 
where there is two floors in the middle. This will create an interesting appeal for the 
customers with an entrance that stands out from the rest of the building. The only difference is 
that when this concept was made the plan was to have a tower in the middle. When the model 
was created with reasonable measurements it was shown that two floors will fit in the same 
height of the industrial parts. This removes the tower feeling, but it still uses the surface 
efficiently to create an entrance that sticks out of the main building. 

 

Figure 25. Concept 2. Top figure shows entrance and bottom figure shows the gates 
and the balcony. 

 

 

Figure 26. Concept 2. Planning, two floors with CR, P, C and two WCs on the second 
floor. 
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Table 12. Concept 2 room size. 

Shortening Name of the Room Measurements (m) 

O Office 3.5 x 2.75 

DR Dressing Room 5 x 7 

TR Technical Room 5 x 7 

C Conference 4.55 x 5.2 

CR Coffee Room 15.2 x 7 

P Patio / Balcony 15.2 x 5 

IB Industrial Building  6 x 18 

WC (two on each floor in 
DR and CR) 

Water Closet 1.4 x 1.3 

 

 

Figure 27. Concept 2 on the two given building plots. 
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5.10.3 Concept 3 
 

Concept 3 is an extra concept made to see if there was a possibility to combine concept 1 and 
2. This concept is divided into two parts, where each half is an alternative for the whole 
building. The left side of the building have each an own entrance and one bigger office, while 
the right side uses the common entrance in the middle and with instead two smaller offices 
each. When entering the building through the common or main entrance there will be a 
staircase leading to the second floor on one side and two bathrooms on the other side. The 
second floor then is containing conference room, coffee room and 2 additional toilets.  

 

Figure 28. Concept 3. Planning, two floors with CR, C and WC on the second floor. 

Table 13. Concept 3 room size. 

Shortening Name of the room Measurements (m) 

O Office 3.35 x 3 

O’ Larger office 5.2 x 3 

IB Industrial building 7 x 15 

DR Dressing room 5 x 7.7 

TR Technical room 5 x 7 

CR Coffee room 5 x 11.4 

C Conference 3.45 x 5 

WC (Two at the entrance 
and two in CR) 

Water closet 1.45 x 1.35 
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5.11  Calculation of Total Building Heat Loss for 
Concept 1 

 

To be able to compare operational costs like heating, the total heat loss throughout a year 
needs to be calculated. By knowing the areas different U-values, what the temperature 
difference is between outdoor and indoor environments and the buildings airflow the total 
heat loss can be calculated. This is useful to know not only to compare to different buildings 
but also to optimize the insulating thickness. The heat loss should always be as low as 
possible, but with greater insulation thickness results in a greater cost. Therefore, these 
calculations on concept 1 have the purpose to find a way to calculate balance between cost 
and heat loss so that it can be applied on the final concept. Different materials have different 
U-values and different areas can have different thicknesses which also have an impact on the 
U-value. In table 10 the areas with same expected thicknesses and materials are separated. 

  

Table 14. Areas of different building parts in concept 1 

Type of area Calculated area Calculation 

Floor area 2029.2 m2 71.2 x 28.5 m  

10 industry gates 151.2 m2 10 x (3.6 x 4.2) m 

Two front doors 3.69 m2 2 x (0.885 x 2.085) m 

39 double windows 93.6 m2 39 x (1 x 1.2) x2 m  

Two side walls of building 251.07 m2 2 x (130.335 - 4.8)m2 

Backside wall 202.955 m2 356 - 151.2 - 1.845 m2 

Frontside wall 179.035 m2 348.88 - 168 - 1.845 m2 

Total wall area 633.06 m2 251.07 + 202.955 + 179.035 
m2 

Total roof area 2029.2 m2  1345.68 + 683.52 m2 
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5.11.1 Calculation of U-Values 
 

The U-values of the outer building sections needs to be calculated to be able to find out the 
buildings total heat loss. To be able to estimate the U-values for a building that is not built yet 
recommendations from this reports pre study will be used. 

 

The heat loss of the buildings floor might be separated into two different sections, industrial 
section and office section. Since a durable and pressure-resistant floor is needed in the 
industrial part and not in the shared areas the U-values can be different. A good target for U-
value is around 0.1 W/(m2*K), the lower the better but also a good solution to eliminate cold 
bridges is needed. Because of the difficulties of getting exact numbers on industrial floor U-
values the number that is going to be used for both floors in later calculations will be 0.1 
W/(m2*K) (Viking House, 2013). 

For the calculation industrial doors with as low U-values as 0.52 are chosen because of the big 
total area they are covering. 

For passive houses windows should have a U-value of 0.8 or lower and therefore 0.8 is a good 
target value for windows. For front doors around the same U-values is the target but for 
example the company Swedoor sells special doors that have U-values around 0.6. Because of 
the few numbers of doors the increased price is not that high when investing into low U-value 
doors. This is why they are chosen to this concept.  

The roof will go under the same U-value as the walls since they are estimated to be insulated 
with the same thickness and material. The thickness of insulating material will be calculated 
for a U-value that is wanted. By inserting different U-values into the calculation the total heat 
loss can be adjusted and compared with price. 

 

A recommended total U-value for a new family house is between 0.2 and 0.25 according to 
Bengt Bengtsson who is a construction engineer. He also recommends a U-value less than 0.2 
for walls of the house (Eskilsson, 2015). 

Boverkets byggregler (BBR) has the average U-value limit for facilities in Sweden at 0.6 for 
all climate zones. This is much above the recommended value from Bengt Bengtsson which is 
more in line with the direction of this project. Low operational costs is wanted for this new 
building therefore a low total U-value is needed, which is why the targeted average U-value is 
between 0.2 and 0.25. Windows and doors have a much higher U-value than 0.25 this is why 
other parts of the construction, such as walls needs to have very low U-values (Boverket, 
2016). 
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To calculate the thickness needed to get the total average U-value down between 0.2 to 0.25 
the λ-values from table 1 will be used.  

1. Fiberglass λ-value 33-35 mW/(m*K) 
2. Rockwool λ-value 36-37 mW/(m*K) 
3. Cellulose λ-value 39 mW/(m*K) 
4. Polystyrene λ-value 38 mW/(m*K) 
5. Aerogel λ-value 10-20 mW/(m*K) 

 

To calculate the thickness needed of the different types of insulating materials the U-value 
needed of the other building parts needs to be estimated.  

By adding the areas that are not roof or walls and multiply them with their U-values the total 
heat loss for the other building parts are equal to: 

𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 2029.2 ∗ 0.1 + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 𝑔𝑔𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 151.2 ∗ 0.52 + 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 3.69 

∗ 0.6 + 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 93.6 ∗ 0.8 = 358.638 𝑊𝑊/𝐾𝐾 

Total U-value for these construction parts is: 

358.638/(2029.2 + 151.2 + 3.69 + 93.6) = 0.157  

The U-value for the critical sections is already lower than the target of 0.2 to 0.25 which gives 
a positive margin if as example the floor or windows have higher U-values than in the 
calculation. This calculation of the critical sections of the building which shows that the 
balance of windows and doors are not too high and that the low U-values for these parts pay 
off.  

 

The needed U-value for the remaining building parts to make the average U-value 0.2 will be: 

358.638 + (𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 633.06 + 𝑦𝑦𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 2029.2) ∗ 𝑑𝑑
𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 (4939.95)

 =  0.2  

𝑑𝑑 = 0.236 

With formula 1.3 the R-value needed is:  

𝑈𝑈 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 =  1/𝑅𝑅 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 [W/(m2*K)] 

𝑅𝑅 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 1/𝑈𝑈 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 =  1/0,236 = 4,237 

The thickness needed by a given material is then given by formula 1.2  

𝑅𝑅 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝜆𝜆  [m2*K/W] 
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By inserting λ-value 39 mW/(m*K) for Cellulose the thickness needed is: 

𝑅𝑅 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝜆𝜆 = 4.237 ∗ 0.039 = 0.1652 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 

16 centimeters is not a thick insulation, much thicker are commonly used today to insulate 
buildings. Instead of following the recommended U-value of 0.2 for walls, 0.1 is going to be 
used. This is to explore how much heat costs can be reduced. By inserting that the U-values of 
walls and roofs should be 0.1 the thickness of Cellulose needed will be: 

𝑅𝑅 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 1/0.1 = 10 

𝑅𝑅 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝜆𝜆 = 10 ∗ 0.039 = 0.39 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 

The new average U-value for the entire building will then be:   

(358.638 + ( 633.06 + 2029.2) ∗ 0.1)/(4939.95) = 0.1264 

 

Heat loss is calculated by using the U-value which is heat loss in Watts per square meter 
multiplied with temperature difference between indoor and outdoor. This temperature 
difference is often measured in degree hours. Degree hours are the time in hours over a year 
that the temperature is under the temperature limit multiplied with the difference between the 
limit and the outside temperature in Kelvin. Most commonly the targeted temperature limit 
has been 17 ℃. From this temperature it is expected that excess heat like body heat and 
electronics will cover the difference up to the normal wanted indoor temperature at 20℃. This 
targeted temperature has been used for a long time, today new buildings are more energy 
efficient and therefore this limit can be lower. Heat systems are often turned off during 
summer even though the temperature can be lower than the targeted limit during nights. 
Therefore to get a more correct result when calculating throughout a whole year 11℃ is often 
chosen. This is also because with an outdoor temperature above 11℃ it is often considered 
that sunlight and other free energy sources will be able to heat up the building from 11℃ to 
17℃ (Jensen, Warfvinge, 2001). 

To calculate the degree hours for Karlskrona the median temperature over a year is needed for 
Karlskrona. The closest measurement point with similar climate is Kalmar with a median 
temperature of 7℃. With a median temperature at 7℃ and a temperature limit at 11℃ table A 
in appendix A in “Utetemperaturberoende årsenergi” by Lars Jensen gives 52 500 degree 
hours (Jensen, Warfvinge, 2001). 

 

The heat loss from the building components will then be the average U-value multiplied with 
the total area of this prototype: 

𝑈𝑈 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 0.1264 ∗ 4939.95 = 624.4
𝑊𝑊
℃

 

=  0.6224 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊/℃ 
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By multiplying this loss with the degree hours of Karlskrona the heat loss of all building 
components can be discovered. 

0.6224 ∗ 52500 =  32 676 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ /𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

The heat loss from ventilation is dependent on the air flow and heat recycling. By looking at 
the pre study of ventilation in this report the airflow needed for this building will be 7 liters 
per person and second added with 0.35 liters per second for each square meter of office and 
ten times more per square meter of industry facility. The expected amount of people that will 
work in this building is between 20 to 30. This buildings room area is around 1800 m2 where 
1080 m2 is industrial area. The ventilation system has a heat recycling efficiency at 50-80%. 

By using 30 as the number of people that will be in the building at the same time the airflow 
from ventilation will be: 

7 ∗ 30 + 0.35 ∗ (1800 − 1080) + 3.5 ∗ 1080 = 4242
𝑣𝑣
𝑖𝑖

= 4.242 𝑚𝑚3/𝑖𝑖  

 

The formula of ventilation heat loss is given by: 

Qv=⍴*c*qvent*(1-v)*d+⍴*c*qleak       (1.5) 

⍴=air density (1.2 kg/m3), c= heat capacity of air (1000 J/kg, ℃), qvent= ventilation air flow, 
v=recycling efficiency of ventilation, d= runtime of ventilation (d=1 if always used), qleak= air 
leakage. (Jensen, Warfvinge, 2001).  

 

There is no regulation regarding air leakage for bigger buildings, just recommendations. The 
recommendations are that the building should be compact enough to ensure requirements for 
energy usage and heating efficiency. For smaller buildings there is a requirement that the 
leakage should not be more than 0.6 l/s m2 of wall or roof (Boverket, 2016). 

 

By taking this number as example for this larger building the air leakage will be: 

(633.06 + 2029.2) ∗ 0.6 = 1597.356 = 1.597𝑚𝑚3/𝑖𝑖 

With this leakage and a heat recycling efficiency at 50% the total heat loss through airflow 
according to formula 1.5 will be: 

𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣 = 1200 ∗ 1 ∗ 4.242 ∗ (1− 0.5) ∗ 1 + 1200 ∗ 1 ∗ 1.597 

= 2545.2 + 1.916,4 = 44 461.6 𝑊𝑊/℃ 
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The amount of kWh in heat loss per year is given with the air flow heat loss multiplied with 
the degree hours of Karlskrona. 

4461.6 ∗ 52 500 = 234 234 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

The total heat loss for this building over a year is then given by airflow heat loss and building 
components heat loss: 

32 676 + 234 234 = 266 910 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ /𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

An estimation that can be made is to set median temperature equal to average temperature. By 
comparing the median temperature value of a normal year with the average temperature value 
of 2015 in figure 29 the difference is: 

9.7− 7 = 2.7℃ 

 

Figure 29. Temperature of 2015 in Nättraby, Karlskrona (Temperatur.nu).  

 

With this average temperature difference, the result from the heat loss calculation is expected 
to be a bit higher when compared to 2015. The air leakage can also be expected to be lower 
since the building is focusing on low operational costs and 0.6 l/s is the highest air leakage 
accepted for small buildings. The heat recycling efficiency is another potential factor that can 
lower the result, 50% was used in the calculation but up to 80% heat recycling is possible 
today.  
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With the previous margin of errors in mind, the result of a 266 910 kWh in heat loss can be 
compared with the heat costs of 2015. In table 6 the heat loss for 7000 m2 of Kruthusen 
Företagsfastigheters current facilities was 552 000 SEK. Depending on the choice of heating 
source and the efficiency of that technology the heat cost of the first building prototype can be 
calculated.  

The heating source of the current facilities is direct heating. To compare the costs of the 
prototype of concept 1 and the current building the cost for the heat need is going to have the 
same heat source.  

Given in the pre-study the costs for direct heating is: 

● 1 December to 31 March 0.607 SEK/kWh 
● 1 April to 31 May, 1 October to 30 November 0.507 SEK/kWh 
● 1 June to 30 September 0.325 SEK/kWh 

  

The highest need for heating is in the interval of 1 December to 31 of March which includes 
four months with the lowest temperatures. The need of heating during spring and autumn is 
also around four months, but with much higher temperatures. During summer there is often no 
need for heating. This makes around the same period of needed heating in the highest cost 
zone as the second highest. The need of heating during winter can then be estimated by 
looking at figure 29 to be around the double of the heat need during spring and autumn.  

 

The costs of heating for the prototype of concept 1 will then be: 

0.67 ∗ 266 910 ∗ 0.607 + 0,33 ∗ 266 910 ∗ 0.507 = 138 942.44 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

During 2015 the heating costs for 7000 m2 was 552 000 SEK which for 2000 m2, that is the 
size of concept 1 will be: 

(2000/7000) ∗ 552 000 = 157 714.29 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

The savings every year will then be: 

157 714.29− 138 942.44 = 18 771.85 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

To be remembered is that the new prototype heat demand was calculated in almost an average 
of three-degree difference. Therefore, the savings have the potential to become much higher. 
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5.11.2  Calculation of a Profitable Insulation Thickness 
 

A building with much insulation has lower energy losses. With the long life length of 
buildings, investing in a thicker insulation can be profitable. To keep in mind when insulating 
is that for highly insulated walls is that problems can occur on the cold side of the wall. If the 
temperature crosses a certain degree, condensation and other problems can emerge. There are 
also practical limits that can start problems if not taking into consideration for very thick 
insulations. These problems are generally taken care of by an expert and therefore in this part 
only economic aspects will be taken into consideration (Eskilsson, 2015).  

 

To calculate the profitable insulation thickness, the estimation of that the same thickness of 
insulation used in walls will also be used for the roof. If the measurements of concept 1 are 
used the total area of walls and roof that is going to be insulated is: 

2029.2 (𝑦𝑦𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓) + 633.06 (𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖) = 2662.26 𝑚𝑚2 

 

Cellulose costs 230 SEK per m2, with a thickness of 45 mm. 

The cost per mm thickness is given by: 

2662.2 ∗ (230/45) = 13 606.8 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

 

Cellulose λ-value is 39 mW/(m*K) which will give a U-value of: 

R-value per mm is: 

  0.001
0.039

= 0.0256       (1.2) 

U-value for distance x in mm of Cellulose insulation:  

1
0.0256∗𝑥𝑥

= 𝑦𝑦 , 𝑑𝑑 > 0       (1.3) 

To see the impact of insulating thickness on the total U-value the following equation is used:  

(358.638 + ( 633.06 + 2029.2) ∗ 𝑦𝑦)/(4939.95) = 𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑈𝑈 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 
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Table 15. Insulating performance versus cost. 

Insulating thickness in m Total U-value Price in SEK 

0.15 0.2127 204 099 

0.3 0.1426 408 198 

0.45 0.1193 612 297 

0.6 0.1076 816 396 

 

 

Figure 30. Graph of the change of U-value when insulation thickness increase in mm 
in concept 1.  

 

Because of higher U-values of windows and doors of the building the insulating performance 
quickly starts to improve at the start. Then as shown in figure 30 the performance increase 
rate starts to slow down and has a small impact increase over 400 mm of insulation. This 
makes it impractical and not as cost efficient to insulate with a thickness much higher than 
400 mm for concept 1. 
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With the assumption that the changes in airflow losses can be ignored when insulating 
thickness is increased, the saves for one year with 600 mm instead of 450 mm of insulation 
will be: 

450 mm 

𝑈𝑈 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ∗  𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 =  0.1193 ∗ 4939.95 = 589.3 𝑊𝑊/℃ = 0.5893 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊/℃ 
𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡 𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 =  0.5893 ∗ 52500 = 30 940 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

600 mm 

𝑈𝑈 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ∗  𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 =  0.1076 ∗ 4939.95 = 531.5 𝑊𝑊/℃ = 0.5315 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊/℃ 
𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡 𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 =  0.5315 ∗ 52500 = 27 906 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

The difference in heat loss per year with 450 mm instead of 600 mm insulation will then be: 

30  940 −  27 906 = 3034 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

With the same heat source and estimations of heat need during a year as in calculation of U-
values in this report the saving per year is: 

0.67 ∗ 3034 ∗ 0.607 + 0.33 ∗ 3034 ∗ 0.507 = 1714.5 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

The investment cost for 600 mm insulation was 816 396 SEK which makes the payback time: 

(816 396 − 612 297)/1714.5 = 119 𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 

The payback time is very long, even for buildings that are expected to have a long lifetime. 
Additional construction cost for the thicker insulation is not included which would only make 
it less efficient. This is why it is important to try to get low U-values of all components 
because otherwise it gets very cost inefficient to cover up the heat losses for other parts of the 
building. Depending on the facade type the U-values can be expected to be lowered a bit 
more. 
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6 RESULT 
 

Here the final concept, made in CAD with all the measurements and calculations on heat loss 
and saving will be presented. This chapter also includes some pictures of the prototype that 
was made.  

 

6.2 Final Concept 
 

With a last discussion and little brainstorming together with Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter 
AB, we came up with this final concept. Together we took the best from every concept we 
had so far. In this chapter all information about this final concept will be covered, from 
materials to measurments. 

 

Figure 31. Overview of front side, side and parking lots.  

 

Figure 32. Entrance.  
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Figure 33. View over the lunchroom and room for ventilation.  

 

Figure 34. View over conference, four bathrooms, two dressing rooms and technical 
room.  

 

 

Figure 35. Overview, rear side.  
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Figure 36. Rear side, entrance to technical room and ventilation room.  

 

 

Figure 37. Different alternatives to build/expand offices.  

 

 

Figure 38. Side view.  
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Figure 39. View from the top.  

 

 

Figure 40. Planning of the whole building.  
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Table 16. Final concept room size. 

Name of the Room Measurements (m) Measurements (m2) 

Office 3 x 4 12 

Dressing Room  12.78 + 18.645 

Technical Room 2.5 x 8 20 

Conference 3.2 x 5 16 

Coffee Room  53.385 

Ventilation Room 4.2 x 8 33.6 

Industrial Building  8 x 13 104 

Water Closet 2 x (1.1 x 1.3) + 1 x 1.3 +  

1.2 x 1.35 

2 x  1.43 + 1.62 + 1.365 

 

Industrial Building 
The decided size of the industrial building will be 8x13 meters; the reason behind this is that 
the room feels bigger when two walls are not too close to each other. The building today is 
6x18 meters which benefits truck owners, but for the rest it is harder to furnish. With a 
broader room, it is easier to walk around if there is for example a car or machine in the room. 
There might be a problem on one of the grounds to have the width at 8 meter, because it will 
not fit, but to solve this, the size is either changed to 7.5x14 meters or Kruthusen will try to 
increase the size of the build plot.  

 

Loading Zone 
The loading zone on the old building is the same size as the industrial building. But the 
requirement for this building does not require the same size since the customers will get 
additional parking space. Tenants will also have the possibility to have a spot for containers. 
An example is that the loading zone could be 8x10 square meters instead of 6x18 square 
meters, the size of the new loading zone will depend on which building plot that is chosen. 
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Entrance and Corridor 
Compared to the old building the new one shall have a clear entrance to make it easier for 
customers to visit and find the right company. The entrance should be big and airy; the 
customers should not get any claustrophobic feelings when they enter. There will be a lot of 
large windows or entirely made of glass to make if feel modern, fresh and open. In the 
entrance there will be a long corridor on each side which will lead directly to the offices 
owned by the company, there will be guidance and sign to make it easy to choose the right 
way. 

 

Road and a Parking Lot 
The parking spot will be located in front of the entrance to make it easy and clear for the 
customer where they should park and enter. The road in and out will be unidirectional to make 
it even easier to navigate. You drive in at the entrance and out on the back side of the 
building. Trucks will also be using this road. 

 

Office 
During the meeting with Kruthusen a change in direction of office space was discussed. The 
space should be located to be able to reduce requirement for reconstruction every time a new 
company moves in. The need of office space was also speculated; in the end it was decided 
that the need of office should be limited to one per industrial space. This is once again a 
decision of Kruthusen for what type of companies they are going to have as customers. The 
location of the office was also decided to be inside the industrial area so that the renting 
companies can use it as customer reception as well. This will allow these small companies to 
have someone working and be available for customers most of the time. An office in the 
industrial local will also give the person in the office a good overview. There will be room to 
have additional office space built on or beside the office that will be included. But most likely 
one office is enough for a company of 1-3 people, which now is the targeted customer. 

 

Common Areas 
The biggest reason to use common areas is to reduce not only the initial cost of the building 
but also to reduce the requirement of reconstruction for different companies. Some companies 
want a kitchen, some do not. To remove and rebuild a kitchen or a bathroom for every new 
company is costly. 
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There will be two dressing rooms, one for each gender. The male dressing room will have 
three showers, and the female two. The reason behind this is that the female workers 
commonly are not that many. But they should not have to share the dressing room with people 
with the opposite gender. Common bathrooms will be located inside the dressing room and at 
the entrance. There will be a possibility for each employee to have their own locker; the one 
used is 0.3x0.55x1.9 m which is common at gyms (Aj, 2016). 

The common coffee room or lunchroom will be located on the second floor at the entrance. 
But the coffee room will not be closed in with wall; instead it will look like a balcony but 
inside the building. There will be a railing made of glass which will make it possible for the 
employees to see who enters the building. Since the entrance is the only way in, the 
employees can easily see when their customers are on their way even when they are eating. 
The reason why it is important for the companies to see their customers is because they often 
do not have lunch break and need to be available at all time. At the end of the second floor the 
conference room will be located. 

 

Heating 
During this project different ways to heat the building have been researched. After some 
discussions with Kruthusen they did not find any interest in using other ways to heat, because 
they like the way it is today with district heating.  
The district heating in Karlskrona is considered as environmentally friendly. The material 
used for heating is biofuels in form of wood chips. The wood chips could otherwise have gone 
to waste but is not used for energy (Affärsverken, 2012). 

Instead of going deeper into how Kruthusen will heat the building, or how they could save 
money in changing to other alternatives, the focus was set onto how to create a building that is 
energy efficient. The reasoning behind this decision was that district heating is an 
environmental friendly alternative, does not require big space in the building and is cheap. 
Because of these characteristics district heating has enough weight in arguments to be selected 
as the heating source.  

 

Insulation 

By highly insulating the building heat losses are limited and less heat will be needed from the 
heat source. The lowest possible U-value is always what to go for. To also remain cost 
efficient an insulating thickness of around 400 mm is what to aim for. The other components 
like windows, doors and industrial floor should be selected after lowest possible U-value but 
at a relevant price. However, the U-values should not go over the recommendations for a 
passive house. 
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Electricity 
This facility can be self-sufficient with electricity, if enough solar cells are installed. With 
comparisons of the current buildings and with the new building that will be more energy 
efficient, two 30 kW bundles should be enough for self-sufficiency. The solar cells will also 
give the building a sustainable image and by showing the total gathered electricity, more 
awareness of the people around. 
The building will become more energy efficient by using new technology and using the 
functions of a KNX system. All electronics expect refrigerators and similar could be switched 
of in on button before the last person leaves the building with KNX. It would also bring extra 
security by turning on all lights when there is a fire or during a break-in as well as information 
sent to the tenants’ mobile phone. This would bring an assurance to feel calm even when the 
tenants’ are not in the building. 

 

6.2.1 Choice of Building Materials 
 

The choices of different building material for this building have been selected by looking at 
performance and sustainability. A lot of materials are therefore not the most cost efficient 
when only looking for performance. In the end it is up to Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB to 
choose if it is worth the extra money to select a more sustainable material. 

 

Insulation material 
Out of the insulating materials that are mentioned in the pre study Cellulose is one of the more 
sustainable. It does need much energy when produced like mineral wool. The material itself is 
made out of recycled paper, which is organic and therefore to prefer to other plastic materials. 
Some types of Aerogels can also work as a sustainable choice but today Aerogels are not as 
common and therefore very expensive. Cellulose is a bit more expensive than other insulating 
materials but not as much as Aerogel. Cellulose also has good noise reduction qualities, helps 
to reduce fire spreading and absorbs moisture. Mainly because Cellulose is an organic 
material it becomes very interesting as insulating material. With the other wanted insulating 
characteristics makes Cellulose an even better choice.  
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Facade material 
Sheet metal is in general used as facade material for industry buildings, malls and more. The 
reason behind this is that sheet metal is a cheap facade material with very low maintenance. 
The only cheaper facade material is wood which comparing to sheet metal requires a lot of 
maintenance. A sheet metal facade is light and easy to install and can also be recycled. The 
life length of a sheet metal facade is around 50 years which is about the same as for many 
other facade materials in the same price range. Sheet metal is a good performance, cost and 
sustainable choice and will therefore be selected for our final concept. 

 

Roof material 
New roof material like Derbigum Pure is considered very sustainable with no raw oil included 
and is recyclable up to 100%. The material is produced out of vegetable oils and is ecological. 
In a sustainable point of view this material is a great first choice.  

The other choice is to go with a metal roof which also is recyclable to 100%. Sheet metal 
roofs are a bit more expensive and require a higher tilting roof angle than Derbigum materials. 
A higher tilting angle increases additional costs for space that cannot be utilized. The life 
length is also longer for Derbigum which makes Derbigum a more effective roof material in 
cost, performance and sustainable aspects. A Derbigum roof also reduces sounds from rain 
and does not have a problem of leakage at fixings as metal roofs have (Tak-Rekond AB, 
2016). 

 

Windows and doors 
For windows and doors, it is important to find low U-values since they are the weak points of 
a building. They also set the limit for how much heat losses that can be avoided. 

For windows the U-value limit for passive houses is 0.8. This sets a good limit for what to go 
for because passive houses are very energy efficient buildings. If this limit cannot be fulfilled, 
the total windows should be minimized to reduce heat losses.  

Front doors can be found with U-values around 0.6, anything close this number works 
perfectly. Since there are only two doors the price will not increase by that much even when 
buying highly energy efficient doors.  

For industrial doors about the same U-values as for front doors are available. As under the 
topic folding doors versus automatic sectional doors, the automatics doors have some more 
potential energy savings and give the user more comfort. However an automatic door needs to 
be inspected every second year and is less common with a built in walk through door. A walk 
through doors is very common in sectional doors therefore when selecting an industrial door 
the best U-value with a walk through door is what to look for. 
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6.3 Green Parking 
 

To remain some of the current ecosystems that today are at the building plot a parking area 
can be built. A green roof is expensive and does not give the same feeling as a garden or tree 
since it is not reachable. With about the same amount of investment as a green roof the 
ecosystems can remain at the building plot and also be more rewarding for the visitors. 
Implementing plants into the parking lot can be done in mainly two ways. Either parking lots 
can be surrounded by grass or trees or instead of asphalt the parking lot can be covered in 
grass with small stones blocks that support the weight of vehicles. The second alternative will 
bring a higher amount of plants but also require more work and can make snow clearance 
harder. On the positive side asphalt is not needed which otherwise removes the possibility of 
any plants. The easier choice to surround the parking lots with flowerbeds and trees also 
brings some of the ecosystems back and helps to direct the traffic. Either of the choices makes 
the entrance of the building more welcoming and has a positive sustainable effect. 

 

6.4 Calculation of Final Concept 
 

Under this topic the calculations that were used on concept 1 will be applied on the final 
concept. This is done to get the correct results for the changes that were made from the first 
ideas until a commitment was made for a final structure.   

 

6.4.1 Ventilation Flow 
 

The new need of ventilation flow for the final concept is still calculated for 30 people but the 
industrial areas are 1040 m2 and the common areas are 388 m2. When the air flow need for 
common areas are 0.35 l/s per m2, 3.5 l/s per m2 of industrial areas plus 7 l/s per person the 
new air flow needed will be: 

7 ∗ 30 + 0.35 ∗ 388 + 3.5 ∗ 1040 = 3985.8
𝑣𝑣
𝑖𝑖

= 3.9858𝑚𝑚3/𝑖𝑖 

 

The ventilation capacity therefore needs to be a minimum of 4 000 l/s. 

The air leakage of this building with the maximum leakage of 0.6 l/s m2 of wall or roof will 
be: 

(1009.11 + 1882.44) ∗ 0.6 = 1734.93 𝑣𝑣/𝑖𝑖 =  1.734𝑚𝑚3/𝑖𝑖 
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The total heat loss through air flows will then be according to formula 1.5 equal to: 

𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣 = 1200 ∗ 1 ∗ 3.9858 ∗ (1− 0.5) ∗ 1 + 1200 ∗ 1 ∗ 1.734 

= 4472.28 𝑊𝑊/℃ 

 

Multiplied with the degree days of Karlskrona the air flow heat loss over a year will is: 

4.47228 ∗ 52500 = 234 794.7 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ /𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

6.4.2 Heat Loss 
 

The new areas of the final concept that are going to be used for the calculations are seen in 
table 15. The same estimation of U-values that were used in “Calculations of U-values” is 
going to be used in the calculations for the final concepts heat loss.  
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Table 17. Areas of different building parts in the final concept. 

Type of area Calculated area Calculation 

Floor area 1504.8 m2 91.2 x 16.5 m  

10 industry gates 151.2 m2 10 x (3.6 x 4.2) m 

Front doors 12,6 m2 3 x (2 x 2.1) m 

Windows 154.12 m2 (10 x (1.1 x 7)) + (4 x (4.5 x 
1.1)) + (2.4 x 1.8) + (2 x (1 x 
1.5)) + (20 x (1 x 2)) + (10 x 
(1 x1)) m  

Two side walls of building 187.46 m2 2 x ((16.5 x 2.7) + (13.9 x 
2.8) + ((13.9 x 1.39)/2) + 
((2.6 x 0.46)/2))  m2 

Backside wall 454.57 m2 (91.2 x (5.5 + 1.39)) - (2 x 
2.1) - 151.2 - (10 x 1 x 1) - 
(2 x 1.2 x 3.5) m2 

Frontside wall 367.08 m2 (91.2 x 5.5) + (2 x 5.4) - (2 x 
2.1) - (20 x 1 x 2) - (10 x 1.1 
x 7) - (4 x 4.5 x 1.1) - (2.4 x 
1.8) m2 

Total wall area 1009.11 m2 187.46 + 454.57 + 367.08 
m2 

Industry roof 1570.8 m2 (93.2 x 16.5) + (10 x 3.3) m 

Corridor roof 311.64 m2 2 x (42 x 3.71) m 

Total roof area 1882.44 m2  1570.8 + 311.64 m2 
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By adding the areas that are not roof or walls and multiply them with their U-values the total 
heat loss for the other building parts are: 

𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 1504.8 ∗ 0.1 + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 𝑔𝑔𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 151.2 ∗ 0.52 + 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 12.6 

∗ 0.6 + 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 154.12 ∗ 0.8 = 359.96 𝑊𝑊/𝐾𝐾 

Total area of building parts: 

1504.8 + 151.2 + 12.6 + 154.12 + 1009.11 + 1882.44 = 4714.27 𝑚𝑚2 

 

By looking into the graph of the following equation, where x is the insulation thickness of 
walls and roof, then the wanted thickness can be estimated: 

(359.96 + (1009.11 + 1882.44) ∗ (1/(0.001/0.039 ∗ 𝑑𝑑)))/4714.27 

 

 

Figure 41. Graph of the change of U-value when insulating thickness increase in mm 
for final concept.  
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As the slope flatten out in figure 41 the cost for increased insulating performance increases. 
The U-value to look for is always the lowest possible but the limits are set from the weak 
links of the buildings such as windows and doors. As the graph shows it is very inefficient to 
push the U-value down to 0.1. Somewhere between 300 and 500 mm is what to aim with this 
building. If 400 mm is chosen as insulation thickness the new total U-value will then be: 

359.96 + (1009.11 + 1882.44) ∗ � 1
0.001
0.039 ∗ 400

�

4714.27
= 0.1361 

 

The heat loss from this total U-value then is: 

𝑈𝑈 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 0.1361 ∗ 4714.27 = 641.6
𝑊𝑊
℃

 

=   0.6416 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊/℃ 

 

By multiplying this loss with the degree hours of Karlskrona the heat loss of the final concept 
is: 

0.6416 ∗ 52500 = 33 684 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

With the air flow heat loss included the total heat loss over a year is equal to: 

234 794.7 +  33 684 = 268 478.7 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ /𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦  

 

Percentage of air flow heat losses: 

234 794.7/268 478.7 = 0.8745 =  87.45% 

 

The costs of heating for the final concept with district heating as source of heating will then 
be: 

0.67 ∗ 268 478.7 ∗ 0.607 + 0.33 ∗ 268 478.7 ∗ 0.507 

= 154 106.77 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 
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6.4.3 Potential Energy Savings with Smart Technology 
 

Air flow heat losses are 87.4 % of the final concepts building heat loss. This can be reduced in 
three ways, the energy recycling efficiency of the ventilation can be increased above 50%, air 
leakage can be reduced by or usage of the air ventilation can be optimized. Air leakage is the 
target for passive houses where this energy loss is minimized however if industrial doors are 
being used often it is not as effective. Instead a higher recycling efficiency and optimized 
usage of ventilation can be done.  

 

If the ventilation only is used when there are people inside the building energy can be saved 
both from not powering the ventilation system and through reduced heat loss. If there are 
people inside the building from 7 am to 5 pm, 5 days a week the percentage of usage instead 
of having constantly active ventilation is:  

(10 ∗ 5)/(24 ∗ 7) = 50/168 = 0.2976 = 29.76% 

 

This is a reduction of usage with 70% which then would give the new air flow heat loss of: 

𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣 = 1200 ∗ 1 ∗ 3.9858 ∗ (1− 0.5) ∗ 0.2976 + 1200 ∗ 1 ∗ 1.734 

= 2792.5 𝑊𝑊/℃ 

 

If the building is insulated with the same methods as passive houses are today, the air leakage 
can be greatly reduced. The leakage of a passive house should not be more than 0.5 l/s. With 
the assumption that this building is 10 times larger than a normal passive house the air 
leakage would be 5 l/s.  

 

With smart usage and a sealed building the air flow heat loss can go down to a value of: 

𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣 = 1200 ∗ 1 ∗ 3.9858 ∗ (1− 0.5) ∗ 0.2976 + 1200 ∗ 1 ∗ 0.05 

= 717.7 𝑊𝑊/℃ 

 

With multiplying with the degree hours of Karlskrona the new air flow heat loss for a year is: 

0.7177 ∗ 52 500 = 37 679.25 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 
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Compared with the old air flow heat loss of 234 794.7 kWh the energy loss has been reduced 
with: 

1 − 37 679.25/234 794.7 = 0.8929 = 89.29 % 

This result is only with heat loss included additional savings in electricity will be made by not 
having the ventilation system activated.  

 

The new total heat loss with these technologies is: 

37 679.25 +  33 684 = 71 363.25 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ /𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦  

 

This makes the new heating costs with district heating to: 

0.67 ∗ 71 363.25 ∗ 0.607 + 0.33 ∗ 71 363.25 ∗ 0.507 = 40 962.5 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

According to Noda’s Smart Heating Building additional 9.52% of this heating cost can be 
reduced with their district heating technology, by avoiding heat peaks. 

 

With 40 962.5 SEK of yearly costs the savings per year with this technology would be: 

40 962.5 ∗ 0.0952 = 3899.63 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

This brings the total heat cost down to a value of: 

40 962.5− 3899.63 = 34 600.37 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

Another way to reduce heat costs are to reduce the inside temperature while the building is 
empty. Normal work hours are from 7 am to 5 pm, Monday to Friday during this time the 
temperature should be around 20℃. Depending on how fast the building can get reheated the 
time that the heat can be lowered is around 50%. To simplify the calculation the temperature 
is increasing as fast as it is dropping during lowering and reheating. If temperature is lowered 
by 2 ℃ and the recovery time for reheating is 2 hours the hours of lowered temperature of a 
week is: 

(24 − 12) ∗ 5 + 24 ∗ 2 = 108 ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖/𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 

During a year roughly 4 months in Karlskrona are too warm for this type of energy saving to 
be used therefore the total hours of a year is: 

108 ∗ (52 − 4 ∗ 4) = 3888 ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 
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With the temperature lowering of 2 ℃ the new degree hours of the year will be: 

52500 − (2 ∗ 3888) = 44 724 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

The total energy saved over a year in percent is: 

1 −
44724
52500

= 0.148 = 14.8% 

Energy demand with temperature decrease: 

�0.7177
𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊
℃

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦 ℎ𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡 𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑 + 0.6416
𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊
℃

𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑔𝑔 𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡 𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� 

∗ 44 724 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 60 793.33 𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

New costs with district heating after temperature decrease: 
0.67 ∗ 60 793.33 ∗ 0.607 + 0.33 ∗ 60 793.33 ∗ 0.507 

= 34 895.37 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 

6.4.4 Electricity Saving 
 

An estimation was made with Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB that the electricity usage will 
be about the same as the building today, 60 000 kWh. This estimation can be made because 
the buildings will be similar size, their building today is 1 500 square meters and the one 
created will be 1 504.8 square meters. And the new building will be built with more energy 
efficient products.  

There is a possibility to run the building with electricity from solar cells, and if two 30 kW 
bundles from Norden Solar is combined this can create all the electricity needed for the 
facility. These two will create around 60 000 kWh per year. The initial costs for the solar cells 
will be 711 980 SEK. 

To calculate the price for the electricity estimations will be made that the solar cells will lasts 
25 years, which means that the cost per year will be: 

2 ∗ 355 990
25

= 28 479.2 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

If a kWh is estimated to a price of 1 SEK/kWh the savings per year is 60 000 SEK  

Per square meter the saving will be: 

60 000 − 28 479.2
1504.8

≈ 20.94 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 
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6.4.5 Estimation of Cost Reduction of Common Areas 
 

To be able to get a value of how much money that are saved by using shared common areas 
some estimations under this topic is going to be made to get a result. By using the same cost 
estimation that was used before, that bathroom and coffee room with a kitchen cost 100 000 
SEK each. The dressing rooms do not have any cost reduction since they are needed to be 
designed for the same amount of people and cannot be reduced in size. Therefore dressing 
rooms are going to be counted as the same amount of cost and space. Another added cost is a 
conference room of 16 square meters that is needed for private meetings between the renting 
companies and customers. The need for bathrooms have been reduced from 10 to 4 which is 
saving of 600 000 along with the square meters of about 1.5 per bathroom. Instead of the 10 
smaller coffee rooms with kitchen one bigger is now used. For this amount of people two 
sinks, dishwashers and fridge and freezers should be enough. The need for food heating 
should be about 4 microwave ovens which is not a major cost. The cost for kitchen is then 
reduced with about 80% comparing with not sharing. The space required is reduced from 
about 10 square meters per room to a total of 53 square meters which is about 50% less space 
used. This means that the cost for the coffee room with kitchen has been reduced with 
between 50-80% which in money is about 650 000 SEK.  

 

Table 18. Cost reduction of shared common areas. 

Type of area Initial cost reduction in 
SEK 

New added area in m2 

Coffee room with kitchen 650 000 -47 
Dressing room 0 0 
Toilets 600 000 -9 
Conference room, lobby and 
hallway 

- 240 

Total 1 250 000 184 
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The added price for lobby, conference room and hallway is not yet known but the initial costs 
are saved by a maximum of 1 250 000 SEK by using shared common areas instead of the 
current system. To connect the facilities a lot of hallway is needed. Because of the added 
hallway and lobby for customers the overall area of the building got increased compared to 
the current version, even though coffee room and toilet space got decreased. The added 
conference room of 16 m2 is a more useful area since it can be used for important meetings. 
The lobby also has an important function as customer reception for the renting companies. 
However the hallway is needed but the willingness to pay equally for that space is not as high 
as for other areas. Therefore the hallway area should be as small as possible, but with this type 
of building plots the design options are limited.  

By comparing the final concept with the current versions there will be about 1 000 000 SEK 
savings in initial costs. But even though the kitchen area and toilets have been optimized the 
area required to merge the areas together by hallways are made the total area to increase. This 
will both require initial structure costs and maintenance. By combining these costs into a rent 
it can be assumed that the maintenance costs will be lower for the hallways which would 
lower the rents for this area. This is because most of the hallway area only is half the height as 
the rest of the building which otherwise is estimated to cost 750 SEK per square meter and 
year. By setting the new rent to 500 SEK per square meter and year to cover for the new 
added costs for this area the added rent will be:   

184 ∗ 500 = 92 000 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

The price for the renting customers of common shared areas is 10% of the total costs. The 10 
customers will then divide 10% of this total costs which gives a rent increase of 920 SEK per 
year for this new concept. For this cost the renting companies get a more customer friendly 
structure and the possibility for more professional meetings in a conference room. 

  

6.5 Conclusion of Cost Calculations 
 

As shown in this report there are a few ways to reduce costs through energy optimization. 
With higher energy efficiency quality of the building does not need to suffer for cheaper rents. 
By reducing energy demands also environmental impact is decreased.  
To be able to do a conclusion of whether this is the right direction to go, a summarization of 
potential cost savings will be made.  
 
With a good insulation of 400 thickness, low U-values of windows and doors along with a 
FTX-ventilation system the heat demand for the final concept is 154 106.77 SEK/year from 
the part “Heat loss”. 
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By limiting air leakage similar to passive houses as well as programming ventilation to only 
be used while there are people inside 89.29% of air heat loss is saved. From 234 794.7 kWh 
down to 37 679.25 kWh plus additional electricity savings from not using the ventilation can 
be made.  
If the temperature is lowered by 2 ℃ when there are no people in the building the total heat 
loss is decreased with 14.8%.  
 
With new technology like Noda’s Smart Heating Building 9.52% of the heat demand can be 
decreased when district heating is used.  
 
These numbers are all found in the project but to show the total possible cost reduction of 
them all together table 17 was made. 
 
Table 19. Cost reduction for added solutions. 

Type of heat loss reduction Heat cost per year in SEK 

Good Insulation + FTX-ventilation 154 106.77 

Effective ventilation usage + limited air leakage 40 962.5 

Lowering temperature with 2 ℃ when building is empty 34 895.37 

With Noda’s Smart Heating Building  28 244.45 

 
Having good insulation and FTX-ventilation is definitely the first step that is needed to be 
energy efficient. But there is more money to be saved by also controlling the climate inside. 
By limiting air leakage and adjust the climate for when people are inside the building much 
energy can be saved because the building is only used about 50 hours a week. The difference 
between the first and second step can be smaller because of the air leakage that was set for 
that calculation, but air leakage is a big energy loss and therefore should be targeted after 
good insulation. Ventilation is installed because of the need for fresh and healthy air inside 
the industrial parts. Ventilation is a need for buildings with low air leakage, which makes this 
building very suitable for this type of upgrade.  
Depending if technology and other equipment are resistant to colder temperatures, the 
temperature can be decreased more or less. The gain in energy efficiency is about 7% per 
degree Celsius lowered because of the long times that the building is not used.     
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By sharing common areas as toilets, dressing room and kitchen less material and space is 
needed. The initial cost for not sharing these areas for this building would have been  
2 000 000 SEK with added maintenance. With this money a bigger coffee room with kitchen, 
dressing room for men and women and half the amount of bathrooms are needed. If there is 
going to be a reduced initial cost is hard to tell, but there will definitely be savings in space 
and maintenance costs. Quality is focused into fewer sections, which will allow easier 
maintenance and a more effective usage of the building.  
 
Additional savings that can be done is to upgrade from sectional to automatic doors for the 
industry sections. The savings per gate and year is roughly 872.48 SEK. With 10 gates the 
savings is about 8720.8 SEK/year depending on the amount of usage of the doors and the 
temperature difference of indoor and outdoor.  
 
With the technology and methods that were found in this project, the heat loss of the new 
building with the added heat demand of the industrial doors is: 

27 544.45 + ((72.32 ∗ 10 + 8720.8)− 8720.8) = 28 267.65 
 
The heat cost for 7000 m2 is 552 000 SEK today. The area of the final concept is 1504.8 m2 

which compared with today’s heat costs should be: 

�
1504.8
7000

� ∗ 552 000 = 118 664.22 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 

 
The decrease per year in heat costs then are: 

118 664.22− 28 267.65 = 90 396.57 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 
 
Since there was not estimation done of the total costs of the building in the report it is hard to 
find out any cost increase or decrease for the structure itself. The savings of 90419.77 
SEK/year gives a cost decrease per square meter of: 

90 396.57
1504.8

= 60.07 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑚𝑚2 
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If it is estimated that the rent price including building costs otherwise would be 1000 SEK/m2, 

the rent would not be very close to the target of 750 SEK/m2 with this cost reduction. This 
shows that only targeting energy efficiency is not enough. The costs reduction of common 
areas and efficient building structure therefore needs to be at least 189.93 SEK/ to hit the 
targeted price. With smart programming of lights, electronics and use of solar cells some 
additional operating costs can be reduced in electricity. Solar cells take a long time before 
they have paid for themselves and the total costs of electricity are not even half of the heat 
cost during 2015. This means that even if the electricity usage got reduced at the same high 
percentage as heating the impact on total cost reduction will be less. There would still be 
about 160 SEK at best that will be missing to hit the limit of 750 SEK/m2 in rent per year.  
 

Table 20. Costs per square meter compared to 2014 and 2015. 

 Result 2015 (SEK/m2) Budget 2015 Final Concept 

Maintenance/ 
repairs 

207 86 86 

Tending costs 9 21 26 

Heating 79 107 19 

Cool down 0 0 0 

Water 19 27 19 

Facility 
electricity 

30 40 0 

Other operating 
costs 

24 16 16 

Administration 73 82 73 

Lease 0 0 0 

Property tax 13 13 13 

Total 454 393 252 
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Looking at table 20 an estimated cost per square meter per year can be compared. This will 
show an estimation of how much the cost will be reduced.  

Maintenance and repairs are today very high due to requirements of reconstructions when new 
companies move in. The reconstruction costs will with the final concept be gone due to the 
common area with coffee room and bathrooms. The estimation is that the maintenance and 
repair costs will not exceed the budget. Common areas will decrease the initial cost.  

Heating with all the smart saving methods will be reduced with 60 SEK/m2. 

Facility electricity can be reduced to 0 SEK/m2 with the estimation that the solar cells will 
produce the energy needed and that they will work for 25 years. Kruthusen 
Företagsfastigheter AB will then save 20.9 SEK/m2 per year for 25 years. But some extra 
electricity costs might appear due to solar cells is weather dependent. Solar cells will increase 
the initial cost of the facility.  

Tending Costs will increase with 17 SEK/m2 due to the need to hire a cleaner twice a week. 

Cooling, water, administration, lease, other operating costs and property tax is some costs that 
we did not do anything special to change and therefore an estimation is that these will be the 
same as the last year and that they will not exceed their budget. 

Comparing the totals, the new facility will have 202 SEK/m2 lower costs per year compared to 
the building on Tennvägen 2015 and 141 SEK/m2 lower costs per year compared to their 
budget. 

The savings from shared common areas are initially about 1 000 000 SEK but costs of the 
added areas of hallways, lobby and conference room will add a price of: 

92 000
1504.8

= 61.1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑚𝑚2 

Because of the added value of the lobby and conference room this cost is not added to the 
total savings even though heating and other operational costs for this area was added to the 
calculations. This means that the savings per square meter and year compared to 2015 is 202 
SEK. With the estimation that the cost without the savings would have been 1000 SEK/ m2 

gives the price of the final concept to: 

1000 − 202 = 798 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾/𝑚𝑚2 

The targeted rent cost for this project has been 750 SEK/m2 per year which is not too far from 
our result. With some additional work from more experienced people within the architect or 
building section this concept should be able to get below the targeted price range.  
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6.6 Prototype 
 

To present the result of the final concept for both the supervisor and Kruthusen 
Företagsfastigheter AB a prototype in thick paper was made. This was made in a scale of 
1:100, where one centimeter represents one meter in reality. The roof can be removed to be 
able to look inside the building, figure 43, this is to easier visualize the size of every room. 
For more pictures look in appendix B.  

 

Figure 42. Prototype front side. 

 

Figure 43. Prototype. Rear side and a view inside the rooms. 
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7 CONCLUSION OF RESULT 
 

Other improvements compared to the current building are that this building has higher 
availability and flexibility for the users. The building and its surrounding is more attractive. 
The new parking in the front of the building creates more space for the users but also makes it 
easier for their customers to find. There is now only one entrance for all customers, from 
where it should be easy to find their destination. The common areas as solution are not only a 
way to save material and space, it is also a social way for the companies to meet and find 
ways to help each other. The need for somewhere to talk to customers on a more serious level 
has been solved by adding a conference room. This room can now be booked by the renting 
companies so that they are able to give their customers a more professional appearance. By 
having these extra features will give the tenants more for their money and the added customer 
friendly structure probably will have a positive impact on their economic growth. The choice 
of more sustainable materials, material reduction and higher usage of renewable energy can 
also get other people’s interest in this building. This project hopefully also gives other facility 
owners awareness of sustainability. 

Our final concept is proven in the report to lower operational costs of the building. From our 
need finding we found a way to create a more flexible structure, so that reconstruction costs 
also can be reduced. This was the two main goals for our project along with creating a more 
sustainable building. Sustainability has been achieved through selecting more sustainable 
material and reducing energy consumption.  
The problem with the result has been to estimate the total cost of the concept. This means that 
the building cannot be proven to be more cost efficient than the old structure, even if benefits 
can be seen within structural and material choices.  
Our limitation in the start of the project was to create a concept that an architect later would 
continue working with. But additional help is needed from a construction company with the 
cost estimation. When a price tag is put on this project Kruthusen Företagsfastigheter AB can 
make the decision to start building, continue developing or create a new concept.  
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7.2 Discussion of information sources 
 

Most of our information has been gathered from the Internet or companies with new relevant 
technology. Since our delimitations are set to have technology that is available today and in 
Sweden, all companies that were contacted has some form of activity in Sweden. This means 
that there can be some technology that we have missed or that we could have got the same 
technology to a lower price. 
For the information gathered from the Internet we had problem with finding the correct 
information and securing its trustworthy. This was mainly because the lack of information 
regarding these areas. Most of our information gathered have been from housing construction, 
but could be applied to the industrial buildings. For the areas that are only used within the 
industrial building section has been a lot hard to find information about. The little information 
there was that we found did not include cost estimations which mean that we could not do a 
cost estimation of the whole structure. An example of this is industrial floors, where we did 
not find the information needed. We searched the web and contacted companies but with 
close to no success. 

What we instead did was to focus on heat losses since almost all data required for that was 
gathered. The data that was missing was replaced by estimations done by us based on our 
knowledge and other information sources. With this in mind we want the reader to put focus 
on the result of our need finding, concept creation and the ways we have reduced operational 
costs. These are the areas known to us before as mechanical engineers and therefore has a 
higher trustworthy than the other parts of the report.  

7.3 Future Work 
 

To be able to construct this building an architect need to make a drawing of our concept. In 
this project construction standards have not been taken into consideration therefore, this needs 
to be done. The architect can also save more costs by creating a better structure planning. 
With some more time spent into this project by construction engineers, might allow them to 
find other ways to reduce costs. The building methods could as example, be deeper 
investigated into. A cost calculation is also needed to estimate if the concept is profitable to 
take to the building stage. 

The building scene is very active today with many future projects. Therefore, an eye should 
always be keep onto these projects to see if there are anything that can be applied to industrial 
buildings. New building materials and methods could suddenly change the whole market with 
this amount of projects invested into this area.   
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Appendix A 
Intervjufrågor 
Företag: Norlux Joakim Palez 
 
Frågor om gemensamma utrymmen som resulterar i större arbetsyta för kunden och ökad 
gemenskap: 
Hur skulle ni se på ett gemensamt kök som är större och som delas med de andra företagen? 
För- och nackdelar? 
Det är viktigt att det ligger i närhet till arbetsplatsen om man ska gå dit annars finns det risk att det dör 
efter ett tag. 
 
Hur skulle ni se på några gemensamma badrum(toalett och duschar) som delas med de andra 
företagen? För- och nackdelar? 
Detta tror jag är mer genomförbart än med kök/matsal.  
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att samarbeta med de andra företagen att städa dessa lokaler? 
Nej, kommer troligtvis bli dåligt utfört, vill jobba när man är på jobbet. 
 
Eller skulle ni tycka att det hade varit positivt om kruthusen såg till att dessa lokaler var 
städade? Om ja, ökar intresset av gemensamma lokaler om kruthusen står för städningen? 
Hade fungerat bäst med inköpt städning. 
 
Skulle ett gemensamt konferensrum eller andra utrymmen vara något som låter intressant för 
er, som man kan boka och som ingår i hyran? 
Konferensrum hade gärna fått finnas. Det är bra då verkstaden är skitig så kan man ta kunden till 
konferensrummet. 
 
Frågor om separata platser för kontor och arbetslokal som resulterar i större arbetsyta samt 
renare omgivning vid kontoren: 
Har ni behov av ett kontor? 
Ja 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett eller flera kontor i en annan byggnad/lokal i närheten?  
Exempelvis på en ovanvåning eller byggnad bredvid. 
Det skulle fungera. Finns ju mobiltelefoner idag.  
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett öppet kontorsland med de andra företagen eller vill ni ha ett 
privat? 
Nej, har hört negativa åsikter om detta från vänner. Man vill ha sitt eget utrymme. Konkurrens är 
också ett problem vid öppna kontorslandskap 
 
Frågor om utemiljö: 
Behöver ni avställningsytor, hur stora i så fall? 
Lastzon är viktigast. Men parkeringsplats hade varit bra.  
 
Vilken typ av parkeringslösning föredrar ni? 
Närhet och med lastzon. 
 
Om ni hade en gemensam uteplats skulle ni utnyttja den? 
Kanske, beroende på läge. Kan bli bra nätverk och socialt. 
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Övriga kommentarer: 
Skulle ni valt en miljövänlig lokal om ni hade fått välja? Är miljö något ni strävar efter?  
Ja, det är viktigt för långsiktigt, blir också mindre uppvärmningskostnader. 
 
Hur är ljudnivåerna i era eller lokalerna intill idag? 
Inget som stör. 
 
Vad tycker ni är bra med lokalerna ni har idag? 
Matchar behov för att vi fick vara med och planera från början och lättillgängliga  
 
Finns det något ni känner kan förbättras med dessa lokaler ni har idag? 
Effektivare parkeringsyta, finare runt om området(Sunkigt utseende idag) och bättre vägledning till 
området. Skulle vilja ha en snyggare entré och tydligare informationstavla med alla företagen på. 
 

Intervjufrågor 
Företag: Dahls, Hasse och Peter 
 
Frågor om gemensamma utrymmen som resulterar i större arbetsyta för kunden och ökad 
gemenskap: 
Hur skulle ni se på ett gemensamt kök som är större och som delas med de andra företagen? 
För- och nackdelar? 
Nej, saknar behov av det. 
 
Hur skulle ni se på några gemensamma badrum(toalett och duschar) som delas med de andra 
företagen? För- och nackdelar? 
Nej, vill ha ett eget. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att samarbeta med de andra företagen att städa dessa lokaler? 
Saknar behovet. 
 
Eller skulle ni tycka att det hade varit positivt om kruthusen såg till att dessa lokaler var 
städade? Om ja, ökar intresset av gemensamma lokaler om kruthusen står för städningen? 
Saknar behovet. 
 
Skulle ett gemensamt konferensrum eller andra utrymmen vara något som låter intressant för 
er, som man kan boka och som ingår i hyran? 
Nej, saknar behovet av det. Men spa hade inte varit fel. 
 
Frågor om separata platser för kontor och arbetslokal som resulterar i större arbetsyta samt 
renare omgivning vid kontoren: 
Har ni behov av ett kontor? 
Inget behov av det. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett eller flera kontor i en annan byggnad/lokal i närheten?  
Exempelvis på en ovanvåning eller byggnad bredvid. 
Bra som det är idag. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett öppet kontorsland med de andra företagen eller vill ni ha ett 
privat? 
Inget behov finns. 
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Frågor om utemiljö: 
Behöver ni avställningsytor, hur stora i så fall? 
Nä. 
 
Vilken typ av parkeringslösning föredrar ni? 
Det är bra som det är, använder garaget/lokalen till parkering. Enda nackdelen är att joggingnissar 
ställer sig ivägen när de skall ut och jobba på kvällen. 
 
Om ni hade en gemensam uteplats skulle ni utnyttja den? 
Onödigt, tyckte den ena medans den andra sa att det kan väl vara mysigt. 
 
Övriga kommentarer: 
Skulle ni valt en miljövänlig lokal om ni hade fått välja? Är miljö något ni strävar efter?  
Spelar ingen roll. 
 
Hur är ljudnivåerna i era eller lokalerna intill idag? 
Nä, det är i så fall vi som stör. 
 
Vad tycker ni är bra med lokalerna ni har idag? 
Stora, rymliga, lättillgängliga. 
 
Finns det något ni känner kan förbättras med dessa lokaler ni har idag? 
Bevakning, och säkerhet, har varit tjuvar som tagit saker. Mer belysning på gården hade inte heller 
varit fel. 
 
Intervjufrågor 
Företag: JG Åkeri, Magnus 
 
Frågor om gemensamma utrymmen som resulterar i större arbetsyta för kunden och ökad 
gemenskap: 
Hur skulle ni se på ett gemensamt kök som är större och som delas med de andra företagen? 
För- och nackdelar? 
Tror inte att det skulle funka. 
 
Hur skulle ni se på några gemensamma badrum(toalett och duschar) som delas med de andra 
företagen? För- och nackdelar? 
Ja de hade kunnat funka. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att samarbeta med de andra företagen att städa dessa lokaler? 
Har egen städare till deras lokal just nu. 
 
Eller skulle ni tycka att det hade varit positivt om kruthusen såg till att dessa lokaler var 
städade? Om ja, ökar intresset av gemensamma lokaler om kruthusen står för städningen? 
Kruthusen får fixa städare i så fall. 
 
Skulle ett gemensamt konferensrum eller andra utrymmen vara något som låter intressant för 
er, som man kan boka och som ingår i hyran? 
Konferensrum hade inte varit fel. 
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Frågor om separata platser för kontor och arbetslokal som resulterar i större arbetsyta samt 
renare omgivning vid kontoren: 
Har ni behov av ett kontor? 
Ja 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett eller flera kontor i en annan byggnad/lokal i närheten?  
Exempelvis på en ovanvåning eller byggnad bredvid. 
Bra som det är, tycker att det är smidigt när man har de så nära varandra i samma lokal. Är ändå så 
sällan i kontoret så har inget behov av ett stort. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett öppet kontorsland med de andra företagen eller vill ni ha ett 
privat? 
Nej. 
 
Frågor om utemiljö: 
Behöver ni avställningsytor, hur stora i så fall? 
Räcker som det är. 
 
Vilken typ av parkeringslösning föredrar ni? 
Behövs inte. 
 
Om ni hade en gemensam uteplats skulle ni utnyttja den? 
Uteplats hade inte varit fel. 
 
Övriga kommentarer: 
Skulle ni valt en miljövänlig lokal om ni hade fått välja? Är miljö något ni strävar efter?  
Antar det. 
 
Hur är ljudnivåerna i era eller lokalerna intill idag? 
Funkar bra. 
 
Vad tycker ni är bra med lokalerna ni har idag? 
Funkar kanon, lagom yta.  
 
Finns det något ni känner kan förbättras med dessa lokaler ni har idag? 
Kylproblem på vintern, hade strul i fredags och fick inte tag på reparatör, tur att det inte var något som 
var känsligt för kyla. 
 
Intervjufrågor 
Företag: Lackering (minns inte exakt vad de hette), Ingemar Hansson 
 
Frågor om gemensamma utrymmen som resulterar i större arbetsyta för kunden och ökad 
gemenskap: 
Hur skulle ni se på ett gemensamt kök som är större och som delas med de andra företagen? 
För- och nackdelar? 
Skulle funka. Äter ändå tillsammans med grannen. 
 
Hur skulle ni se på några gemensamma badrum(toalett och duschar) som delas med de andra 
företagen? För- och nackdelar? 
Ja, inga problem.  
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att samarbeta med de andra företagen att städa dessa lokaler? 
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Nej. 
 
Eller skulle ni tycka att det hade varit positivt om kruthusen såg till att dessa lokaler var 
städade? Om ja, ökar intresset av gemensamma lokaler om kruthusen står för städningen? 
Kruthuset får fixa städning. 
 
Skulle ett gemensamt konferensrum eller andra utrymmen vara något som låter intressant för 
er, som man kan boka och som ingår i hyran? 
Inget behov av den, men kan vara bra och ha. 
 
Frågor om separata platser för kontor och arbetslokal som resulterar i större arbetsyta samt 
renare omgivning vid kontoren: 
Har ni behov av ett kontor? 
Ja, ett litet. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett eller flera kontor i en annan byggnad/lokal i närheten?  
Exempelvis på en ovanvåning eller byggnad bredvid. 
Nä, egentligen inte, mer effektivt när det är nära. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett öppet kontorsland med de andra företagen eller vill ni ha ett 
privat? 
Inte öppet. Ha eget ska de vara. 
 
Frågor om utemiljö: 
Behöver ni avställningsytor, hur stora i så fall? 
Funkar bra som det är. 
 
Vilken typ av parkeringslösning föredrar ni? 
Smidigt som det är. 
 
Om ni hade en gemensam uteplats skulle ni utnyttja den? 
Mycket bra idé! 
 
Övriga kommentarer: 
Skulle ni valt en miljövänlig lokal om ni hade fått välja? Är miljö något ni strävar efter?  
Jag hade valt miljövänligt. 
 
Hur är ljudnivåerna i era eller lokalerna intill idag? 
Funkar bra. 
 
Vad tycker ni är bra med lokalerna ni har idag? 
Bra läge, gillar att det är många småföretag här, det blir mer socialt då.  
 
Finns det något ni känner kan förbättras med dessa lokaler ni har idag? 
Inga större problem, skulle vara värmen, blir lätt kallt här. 
 
Intervjufrågor 
Företag: Skylt (minns inte hela namnet), Fredrik Karlsson 
 
Frågor om gemensamma utrymmen som resulterar i större arbetsyta för kunden och ökad 
gemenskap: 
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Hur skulle ni se på ett gemensamt kök som är större och som delas med de andra företagen? 
För- och nackdelar? 
Nä, inte bra, folk kan höra vad man pratar om. 
 
Hur skulle ni se på några gemensamma badrum(toalett och duschar) som delas med de andra 
företagen? För- och nackdelar? 
Använder inte dusch så vet inte. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att samarbeta med de andra företagen att städa dessa lokaler? 
- 
 
Eller skulle ni tycka att det hade varit positivt om kruthusen såg till att dessa lokaler var 
städade? Om ja, ökar intresset av gemensamma lokaler om kruthusen står för städningen? 
- 
 
Skulle ett gemensamt konferensrum eller andra utrymmen vara något som låter intressant för 
er, som man kan boka och som ingår i hyran? 
Konferensrum hade varit en superbra idé. 
 
Frågor om separata platser för kontor och arbetslokal som resulterar i större arbetsyta samt 
renare omgivning vid kontoren: 
Har ni behov av ett kontor? 
Ja 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett eller flera kontor i en annan byggnad/lokal i närheten?  
Exempelvis på en ovanvåning eller byggnad bredvid. 
Det är bra när man kan dela upp lagret och kontoret, bättre för kunderna. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett öppet kontorsland med de andra företagen eller vill ni ha ett 
privat? 
Nej, enskilt ska det vara. 
 
Frågor om utemiljö: 
Behöver ni avställningsytor, hur stora i så fall? 
Funkar som det är. 
 
Vilken typ av parkeringslösning föredrar ni? 
Många kunder, behöver mer parkeringsplats. 
 
Om ni hade en gemensam uteplats skulle ni utnyttja den? 
Hade använt uteplatsen om det fanns någon. 
 
Övriga kommentarer: 
Skulle ni valt en miljövänlig lokal om ni hade fått välja? Är miljö något ni strävar efter?  
Miljö spelar ingen roll, bara det funkar. 
 
Hur är ljudnivåerna i era eller lokalerna intill idag? 
Hög ljudnivå, man hör mycket i/från hallen. Bättre ljudisolering hade inte varit fel. 
 
Vad tycker ni är bra med lokalerna ni har idag? 
Bra hyra, mycket prisvärd. 
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Finns det något ni känner kan förbättras med dessa lokaler ni har idag? 
Tråkig utemiljö. 
 

Intervjufrågor 
Företag: Aquasoft 
 
Frågor om gemensamma utrymmen som resulterar i större arbetsyta för kunden och ökad 
gemenskap: 
Hur skulle ni se på ett gemensamt kök som är större och som delas med de andra företagen? 
För- och nackdelar? 
Går inte för oss som är större företag. Har inget emot de andra företagen men det skulle inte gå för oss. 
 
Hur skulle ni se på några gemensamma badrum(toalett och duschar) som delas med de andra 
företagen? För- och nackdelar? 
Hade inte varit några problem, men ser inget behov av det. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att samarbeta med de andra företagen att städa dessa lokaler? 
- 
 
Eller skulle ni tycka att det hade varit positivt om kruthusen såg till att dessa lokaler var 
städade? Om ja, ökar intresset av gemensamma lokaler om kruthusen står för städningen? 
Har egen städare till dagens lokal. 
 
Skulle ett gemensamt konferensrum eller andra utrymmen vara något som låter intressant för 
er, som man kan boka och som ingår i hyran? 
Nä, men generellt så saknar Karlskrona lokaler för företag som växt/växer, svårt att expandera i denna 
stad. Dessa som vi hyr nu e för mindre företag egentligen men blir svårt och jobbigt att flytta hela 
företaget. 
 
Frågor om separata platser för kontor och arbetslokal som resulterar i större arbetsyta samt 
renare omgivning vid kontoren: 
Har ni behov av ett kontor? 
Ja 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett eller flera kontor i en annan byggnad/lokal i närheten?  
Exempelvis på en ovanvåning eller byggnad bredvid. 
Ovanvåning är en rätt bra idé, men bara man kan försäkra sig om att ingen kan ta sig in i sitt kontor 
eftersom vi arbetar med hemlighetsstämplade saker och skulle vi glömma låsa och någon får tag i våra 
dokument om kunden hade det inte slutat bra.  
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett öppet kontorsland med de andra företagen eller vill ni ha ett 
privat? 
Nej, funkar inte med kontorslandskap, tror även att gemenskap skapar konkurrensproblem. Det kanska 
funkar nu att samarbeta, de små företagen med varandra då, men sen när ABB byggt klart så kommer 
alla bli varandras konkurrenter och många företag kommer att gå i konkurs. 
 
Frågor om utemiljö: 
Behöver ni avställningsytor, hur stora i så fall? 
Lokalerna är egentligen rätt dåliga för monterinsföretag, har massa plåtar som inte får plats. saknar bra 
uteområde. Tycker att man skall ta bort allt gräs och göra plats/plan där man kan förvara saker på. 
Saknar även plats där man kan lägga skräp. 
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Vilken typ av parkeringslösning föredrar ni? 
Dagens parkering funkar bra. 
 
Om ni hade en gemensam uteplats skulle ni utnyttja den? 
Hade varit ok med bänkar. 
 
Övriga kommentarer: 
Skulle ni valt en miljövänlig lokal om ni hade fått välja? Är miljö något ni strävar efter?  
Ja, inte bara hade energisnåla byggnader varit bra för dem utan det är även mycket viktigt för deras 
kunder att de är miljövänliga, kunderna ställer höga krav på det. Ventilationen till exempel är inte 
godkänd. 
 
Hur är ljudnivåerna i era eller lokalerna intill idag? 
Ventilationen låter för mycket. 
 
Vad tycker ni är bra med lokalerna ni har idag? 
Lokalerna är bra för mindre företag, för små för oss dock. 
 
Finns det något ni känner kan förbättras med dessa lokaler ni har idag? 
Ventilationen framför allt, det är dålig och smutsig luft. Dålig ventilation, man får lätt ont i huvudet 
här inne och att detta område inte är designat för större företag. 
 
Intervjufrågor 
Företag: Söders, Agneta, Anders och Erik 
 
Frågor om gemensamma utrymmen som resulterar i större arbetsyta för kunden och ökad 
gemenskap: 
Hur skulle ni se på ett gemensamt kök som är större och som delas med de andra företagen? 
För- och nackdelar? 
Bra för sällskap. 
 
Hur skulle ni se på några gemensamma badrum(toalett och duschar) som delas med de andra 
företagen? För- och nackdelar? 
ja de hade funkat. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att samarbeta med de andra företagen att städa dessa lokaler? 
Nej. 
 
Eller skulle ni tycka att det hade varit positivt om kruthusen såg till att dessa lokaler var 
städade? Om ja, ökar intresset av gemensamma lokaler om kruthusen står för städningen? 
Kruthusen får hyra in. 
 
Skulle ett gemensamt konferensrum eller andra utrymmen vara något som låter intressant för 
er, som man kan boka och som ingår i hyran? 
Konferensrum hade inte skadat. 
 
Frågor om separata platser för kontor och arbetslokal som resulterar i större arbetsyta samt 
renare omgivning vid kontoren: 
Har ni behov av ett kontor? 
Ja 
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Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett eller flera kontor i en annan byggnad/lokal i närheten?  
Exempelvis på en ovanvåning eller byggnad bredvid. 
Smidigt och ha det i samma lokal, men om man skall ha de separat måste de ändå ligga i samma 
byggnad, vill inte behöva springa mellan olika byggnader. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett öppet kontorsland med de andra företagen eller vill ni ha ett 
privat? 
Nej. 
 
Frågor om utemiljö: 
Behöver ni avställningsytor, hur stora i så fall? 
Behövs mer, det är väldigt trångt. 
 
Vilken typ av parkeringslösning föredrar ni? 
Tveksamt, för firmabilar och avlastning måste de kunna parkeras framför företaget. Privata bilar kan 
väl stå lite d´längre bort, det är väl ändå ok. 
 
Om ni hade en gemensam uteplats skulle ni utnyttja den? 
Bra för raster, bara man ser eller hör när det kommer kunder eftersom vi inte har lunchstängt. 
 
Övriga kommentarer: 
Skulle ni valt en miljövänlig lokal om ni hade fått välja? Är miljö något ni strävar efter?  
Spelar ingen roll, bara funktionen inte blir sämre. 
 
Hur är ljudnivåerna i era eller lokalerna intill idag? 
Funkar ok, kompressorn låter dock en del, tur att vi inte bor bredvid den. 
 
Vad tycker ni är bra med lokalerna ni har idag? 
Lokalerna funkar bra, öppna ytor och rymligt. 
 
Finns det något ni känner kan förbättras med dessa lokaler ni har idag? 
Portarta är för låga, får inte in stora lastbilar. 
 
Intervjufrågor 
Företag: Magnussons, Joakim magnusson 
 
Frågor om gemensamma utrymmen som resulterar i större arbetsyta för kunden och ökad 
gemenskap: 
Hur skulle ni se på ett gemensamt kök som är större och som delas med de andra företagen? 
För- och nackdelar? 
Why not, trevligt. 
 
Hur skulle ni se på några gemensamma badrum(toalett och duschar) som delas med de andra 
företagen? För- och nackdelar? 
Why not, bara det är nära, tänker inte springa runt för att byta om. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att samarbeta med de andra företagen att städa dessa lokaler? 
Nej. 
 
Eller skulle ni tycka att det hade varit positivt om kruthusen såg till att dessa lokaler var 
städade? Om ja, ökar intresset av gemensamma lokaler om kruthusen står för städningen? 
Har egna städare för tillfället i de lokaler som ägs. 
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Skulle ett gemensamt konferensrum eller andra utrymmen vara något som låter intressant för 
er, som man kan boka och som ingår i hyran? 
Konferensrum hade varit bra. 
 
Frågor om separata platser för kontor och arbetslokal som resulterar i större arbetsyta samt 
renare omgivning vid kontoren: 
Har ni behov av ett kontor? 
Ja 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett eller flera kontor i en annan byggnad/lokal i närheten?  
Exempelvis på en ovanvåning eller byggnad bredvid. 
Nej, måste vara anslutet till lagren/dagens lokaler. 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att ha ett öppet kontorsland med de andra företagen eller vill ni ha ett 
privat? 
Nej. 
 
Frågor om utemiljö: 
Behöver ni avställningsytor, hur stora i så fall? 
Funkar bra, ytorna räcker. 
 
Vilken typ av parkeringslösning föredrar ni? 
Personalparkering en bit bort hade varit ok. 
 
Om ni hade en gemensam uteplats skulle ni utnyttja den? 
ja, det hade varit trevligt. 
 
Övriga kommentarer: 
Skulle ni valt en miljövänlig lokal om ni hade fått välja? Är miljö något ni strävar efter?  
Funktionen och priset är viktigare. 
 
Hur är ljudnivåerna i era eller lokalerna intill idag? 
funkar. 
 
Vad tycker ni är bra med lokalerna ni har idag? 
Bra hyressättning, låg hyra.  
 
Finns det något ni känner kan förbättras med dessa lokaler ni har idag? 
Det ligger lite off, men det låga priset kompenserar det. Dåligt med snöröjning och anti halka när det 
väl är halt, de kommer för sent (vid 10), när vi redan har öppnat, vill inte ha kunder som halkar och 
skadar sig. 
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Appendix B 
Pictures of Prototype 
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